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ABSTRACT   

Characterization   of   a   Red   Multimode   Vertical-Cavity   

Surface-Emitting   Laser   for   Intrinsic   Parameters   

Jonathan   Mark   Wagstaff   

Compared   to   single-mode   VCSELs,   multimode   VCSELs   have   not   received   

much   attention   in   models   and   characterizations   for   functional   parameters,   

despite   making   up   the   majority   of   commercially   available   VCSELs   [1].   In   

particular,   the   extraction   of   the   linewidth   enhancement   factor   for   multimode   

VCSELs   has   been   overlooked,   likely   due   to   difficulties   in   measurement.   

Additionally,   multimode   models   for   VCSELs   have,   until   recently,   omitted   spectral   

characteristics   such   as   linewidth   [2].   This   is   the   first   work   to   report   a   measured   

linewidth   enhancement   factor   value   (lower   bound)   for   a   multimode   VCSEL.   

A   characterization   for   the   functional   parameters   of   a   red   multimode   

vertical-cavity   surface-emitting   laser   (VCSEL)   is   shown   herein.   The   extracted   

values   form   a   complete   working   set   of   parameters   for   the   laser   rate   equations.   

The   techniques   employed   for   extracting   values   include   frequency   responses,   

power   versus   current   fittings,   and   optical   spectral   measurements.   From   the   

frequency   responses   at   various   bias   currents,   the   relaxation   oscillation   frequency   

and   damping   factor   are   found.   The   power   versus   current   curve   is   fitted   to   find   

parameters   including   the   modal   spontaneous   emission   rate   and   carrier   density   at   

threshold.   The   spectral   measurements   are   used   for   evaluating   the   linewidth   

enhancement   factor   (LEF)   also   known   as   the   alpha   factor   or   Henry   factor.   These   
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methods   have   been   applied   previously   to   characterizing   single-mode   VCSELs   

[3]–[5].   The   experimentally   extracted   parameters   herein   are   important   for   

creating   accurate   models   and   simulations   for   multimode   VCSELs.   Improved   

multimode   VCSEL   models   are   necessary   for   improving   optical   communication,   

especially   for   short-range   optical   interconnects   [2].   The   measured   parameters   for   

the   characterized   VCSEL   are   comparable   to   similar   single-mode   VCSELs   

characterized   in   other   works.   This   is   promising   because   multi-mode   VCSELs   

have   higher   output   power   than   their   single-mode   counterparts,   thus   these   results   

may   aid   in   improving   short-range   optical   interconnects.   
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Chapter   1:   Introduction   

The   purpose   of   this   thesis   is   to   characterize   a   multimode   VCSEL   

particularly   for   a   complete   set   of   working   parameters   including   the   linewidth   

enhancement   factor   (LEF)   and   to   explain   the   accompanying   challenges,   

adaptations,   and   methods   associated   with   characterizing   a   multimode   VCSEL.   

The   goal   is   to   provide   a   method   for   gauging   the   quality   of   such   a   VCSEL   

particularly   for   use   in   communication   applications   and   to   measure   and   calculate   

the   parameters   necessary   for   a   full   mathematical   rate   equation   description   of   

laser   operation.   The   organization   for   this   paper   is   as   follows:   Chapter   1   is   an   

introduction   to   VCSELs,   Chapter   2   is   the   methods   for   extracting   working   

parameters   from   the   VCSEL,   and   Chapter   3   is   the   experimental   results.   

This   first   chapter   is   an   introduction   to   vertical-cavity   surface-emitting   

lasers   (VCSELs).   The   first   section   of   this   chapter   gives   a   background   on   VCSELs   

with   a   brief   history,   explanation   of   advantages,   applications,   and   a   comparison   of   

other   680-nm   VCSELs.   The   second   section   is   an   explanation   of   the   relevant   

working   principles   of   a   VCSEL   in   order   to   understand   the   parameters   that   are   

extracted   in   this   characterization   of   a   specific   680-nm   multimode   VCSEL.   The   

third   section   explains   the   significance   and   relevance   of   this   thesis.   

1.1   VCSEL   Background   

1.1.1   Invention   and   Early   History   

The   first   to   produce   an   operational   surface-emitting   laser   diode   was   Ivars   

Melengailis   at   MIT   in   1964.   The   laser   operated   with   a   wavelength   of   5,200   nm   in   

pulsed   operation,   with   an   active   region   of   InSb   [6].   Perhaps   the   most   significant   
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contributor   to   early   VCSELs,   Kenichi   Iga,   produced   his   VCSEL   in   1979,   operating   

at   1,300   nm   with   an   active   region   of   GaInAsP/InP   [7].   K.   Iga   and   F.   Koyama   

together   later   reported   the   first   room-temperature   continuous-wave   (CW)   

operated   VCSEL   in   1989   with   wavelength   at   approximately   895   nm   with   a   GaAs   

material   system   [8].   Just   months   later   Young   Lee   also   demonstrated   a   room   

temperature   CW   operated   VCSEL.   The   laser   emitted   with   a   wavelength   of   983   

nm   with   an   active   region   of   Ga 0.8 In 0.2 As.   This   improvement   in   operation   was   

made   possible   through   the   use   of   a   single   quantum   well   [9].   Around   the   same   

time,   Larry   Coldren   improved   the   efficiency   of   VCSELs   by   aligning   the   locations   

of   the   quantum   wells   to   the   maxima   of   the   standing   wave   E-field   within   the   optical   

cavity.   The   first   successful   demonstration   of   this   improvement   was   at   Bell   Labs   

[10].   

Larry   Coldren’s   and   Arthur   Gossard’s   labs   at   UCSB,   have   made   many   

incremental   improvements   to   VCSEL   operation   through   the   use   of   anti-reflection   

coatings,   improved   contacts,   strained   quantum   wells,   and   gain   offsets   [11].   

Prominent   innovations   in   VCSELs   have   been   furthered   with   the   efforts   of   H.   Kuo   

(National   Taiwan   University)   in   visible   light   with   GaN-based   VCSELs   [12].  

Additionally   C.   J.   Chang-Hasnain   (UCSB)   has   made   contributions   researching   

injection   locking   and   gratings   for   long-wavelength   VCSELs   [13].   

1.1.2   VCSEL   Advantages   

VCSELs   offer   many   advantages   to   Edge-Emitting   Lasers   (EEL).   The   most   

important   is   likely   their   high   efficiency   and   low   threshold   currents.   Multimode   

VCSELs   in   particular   have   the   advantage   of   higher   output   power   due   to   their   
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wider   apertures.   Additionally,   VCSELs   have   circular   beam   profiles   which   simplify   

the   necessary   optics   for   beam   shaping   and   fiber   coupling.   The   manufacture   and   

packaging   of   VCSELs   are   also   more   straightforward   because   they   are   cheaper   to   

manufacture   by   batch   processing.   VCSELs   are   also   fabricated   extensively   in   

arrays   and/or   integrated   with   other   circuitry   on   the   same   chip,   something   that   

cannot   be   done   easily   with   EELs.   VCSELs   are   primed   to   continue   to   fill   

applications   using   LEDs.   Existing   packaging   and   mounting   technologies   for   LEDs   

have   already   been   easily   transferred   to   packaging   VCSELs   [14].   Due   to   their   low   

cost   and   high-efficiency   VCSELs   have   found   many   important   applications   in   the   

world   today.   

1.1.3   VCSEL   Applications   

VCSELs   are   currently   a   robust   billion-dollar   industry   that   is   expected   to   

increase   dramatically   due   to   emerging   applications   such   as   sensing   for   

autonomous   vehicles   and   more   optical   communication   links   [15].   Currently,   the   

VCSEL   market   is   dominated   by   smartphone   applications.   In   recent   years   

smartphone   applications   have   been   driving   increased   interest,   attention,   and   

investment   in   VCSEL   research   and   development   [16].    VCSELs   in   smartphones   

are   used   in   autofocus,   presence   detection,   and   facial   scanners.   In   the   last   two   

decades,   VCSELs   have   provided   optical   interconnects   for   supercomputers   and   

local   area   networks   due   to   their   low   cost   and   low   power   consumption.   Recent   

research   has   also   explored   using   VCSELs   for   chip-to-chip   and   on-chip   

interconnects   [17].    Additionally,   there   are   many   sensing   applications   in   which   
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VCSELs   are   used   as   illumination   sources,   the   most   familiar   applications   being,   in   

desktop   computer   mice,   and   in   barcode   scanners   [14].   

1.1.4   680-nm   VCSEL   Comparison   

Figure 1    is   a   comparison   of   reported   680-nm   free-space   optical   

communication   links.    Figure 2    is   a   comparison   of   reported   680-nm   VCSEL   plastic   

optical   fiber   communication   links.   

  

Figure 1 .   Comparison   of   FSO   Communication   based   on   
680-nm   VCSEL    shows   the   free-space   optical   (FSO)   
communication   achievements   in   the   literature   [18]–[26]   G.   
Mandal   (2018)   and   H.Lu   each   report   separately,   communication   
systems   that   include   additional   50   km   and   40   km   fiber   links   
respectively.   
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Figure 2 .   Comparison   of   POF   Communication   based   on   
680-nm   VCSEL    shows   the   plastic   optical   fiber   (POF)   
communication   achievements   in   the   literature   [27]–[30]   

VCSELs   are   not   used   for   particularly   long   transmission   distances.   Instead,   

they   are   used   in   short,   cheap   interconnects   with   plastic   optical   fiber   (POF)   and   

they   are   used   for   some   short   free-space   optical   interconnects   (FSO).   Thus   many   

authors   do   not   report   a   transmission   distance   for   communication   links.    A   list   of   

most   of   the   reported   bit   rates   (including   those   in    Figure 1    and    Figure 2 )   for   

VCSELs   near   680   nm   are   summarized   in   Table 1.     

Table 1.   Reported   Data   Rates   for   680-nm   VCSELs   [18]–[41]   

Year   Author   
Data   Rate  
(Gbps)   

Length   
(m)   

Bit   Error   
Rate   

Transmission   
Medium   

2015  T.   Liu   0.0125  0.002   
Porcine   skin   
(Sensor)   

1995  T.   Wipiejewski*   1.25    POF   

2007  T.   Wipiejewski   1.25    POF   

2017  B.   Fahs   2  72  3.8×10 3-  FSO   

2018  G.   Mandal   2.5  10  3.8×10 -8  FSO   

2013  P.   Brandl   3  7  <10 -9  FSO   

2012  K.   Johnson*   3    POF   
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*   These   authors   report   using   a   VCSEL   with   a   wavelength   close   to   680   nm   

1.2   VCSEL   Device   Physics   and   Structure   

1.2.1   Stimulated   Emission   

  

Figure 3 .   Electronic   Transitions.    Adapted   from   L.   Coldren   [42]   
depicts   the   electronic   transitions   of   spontaneous   emission,   
absorption,   and   stimulated   emission.   

Lasers   function   primarily   through   a   phenomenon   called   stimulated   

emission,   whereas   LEDs   function   through   a   process   called   spontaneous   

2006  R.   Szweda   3.2    POF   

2014  H.   Lee   3.4  3  <10 -10  POF   

2016  H.   Lu   5  10  10 -9  FSO   

2013  K.   Johnson   5  42   POF   

2018  C.   Li   and   W.Tsai   5.2  6  <10 -8  UWOC   

2019  K.   Papadimitriou   10    Biosensor   

2018  X.   Huang   10  6  2.9×10 -4  UWOC   

2016  C.   Yeh*   11.86  5  3.8×10 -3  FSO   

2015  H.   Lu   25  10  10 -6  FSO   

2018  C.   Li   25  5  3×10 -9  UWOC   

2018  H.   Lu   25  5  3×10 -9  UWOC   

2013  S.   Loquai   26.75  1  2.4×10 -4  POF   

2016  W.   Tsai   40  50  <10 -9  FSO   

2016  C.   Li   40  100  <10 -9  FSO   

2013  S.   Loquai   42  1  3.4×10 -4  POF   

2017  H.   Lu   56  20  10 -9  FSO   

2019  W.   Tsai*   64  50  ~10 -9  FSO   
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emission.   For   semiconductor   devices   such   as   LEDs,   spontaneous   emission   is   

where   an   electron   falls   from   the   conduction   band   recombining   with   a   hole   in   the   

valence   band   and   in   the   process   emits   a   photon   of   equivalent   energy   to   the   

bandgap.   Stimulated   emission   starts   with   an   incident   photon.   This   photon   is   

initially   produced   by   spontaneous   emission   or   another   instance   of   stimulated   

emission.   The   photon,   rather   than   being   absorbed,   causes   an   electron   to   fall,   

recombine   and   emit   another   photon   with   the   same   energy   and   direction   as   the   

incident   photon.   This   stimulated   emission   becomes   more   probable   than   

absorption   only   if   there   is   a   population   inversion.   Population   inversion   in   

semiconductor   lasers   occurs   when   there   are   more   electrons   in   the   conduction   

band   than   in   the   valence   band.   To   produce   these   necessary   conditions   for   

stimulated   emission,   lasers   excite   electrons   in   a   gain   medium,   in   this   case,   the   

active   region   of   a   semiconductor   device,   and   the   light   is   reflected   and   confined   

within   a   resonant   optical   cavity.   

1.2.2   Confinement   

Creating   an   optical   cavity   for   semiconductors   is   typically   done   in   two   ways,   

with   a   horizontal   waveguide   or   with   a   vertical   cavity.   This   vertical   cavity   is   

significantly   shorter   than   its   horizontal   counterpart   found   in   EELs   because   of   the   

limitations   of   planar   processes   used   to   fabricate   semiconductor   devices.   In   other   

words,   semiconductor   wafers   are   accommodating   in   the   X-Y   directions   but   not   

very   accommodating   in   the   Z   direction.   This   shortcoming   is   compensated   for   by   

making   the   cavity   mirrors   very   reflective.   These   extra   reflective   mirror   regions   are   

typically   distributed   Bragg   reflectors   (DBRs).   DBRs   are   designed   and   tuned   to   
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the   specific   operating   wavelength   of   the   laser:   They   are   layered   periodic   

structures   tuned   to   reflect   back   a   specific   desired   wavelength   band   constructively   

while   reflections   from   other   wavelengths   are   canceled   out.   

  

Figure 4 .   Multiple   Quantum   Wells   Band   Structure .   This   
diagram   is   drawn   from   various   figures   from   M.   Fukuda   [43].   
Multiple   Quantum   Wells   (MQW)   are   formed   as   a   periodic   
structure   of   barriers   of   wider   bandgap   and   wells   of   narrow   
bandgap   where   carriers   are   confined.   

The   accompanying   confinement   of   carriers   is   accomplished   in   this   case   

with   quantum   wells.   The   confinement   of   carriers   aids   in   creating   the   necessary   

population   inversion.   A   quantum   well   confines   carriers   to   a   2D   plane.   Multiple   

quantum   wells   (MQWs)   are   several   stacks   of   quantum   wells   that   confine   carriers   

in   each   well.   Individual   wells   are   made   from   barriers   of   larger   band   gaps   

surrounding   areas   of   smaller   band   gaps.   This   is   depicted   in    Figure 4 .   It   is   in   

these   wells   that   stimulated   emissions   and   the   other   electronic   transitions   

previously   discussed   and   shown   in    Figure 3    occur.   
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1.2.3   Device   Structure   

Figure 5 .   Model   VCSEL   Structure.    The   figure   is   redrawn   and   
adapted   from   K.   Johnson   [27].   Note   the   DBR   layers   for   the   
optical   confinement,   which   are   necessary   for   a   VCSEL,   and   the   
MQW   active   region   for   the   carrier   confinement.   

The   characterized   device   is   a   680-nm   multimode   VCSEL   Vixar   V00146   

[44]   with   a   single   20   μm   diameter   aperture.   For   a   model   representation   of   such   a   

device   see    Figure 5 .   For   such   a   680-nm   device   the   material   system   is   made   with   

AlGaInP/GaInP   grown   on   a   GaAs   substrate.   The   active   region   consists   of   

Multiple   Quantum   Wells   (MQWs)   of   GaInP,   and   barriers   of   (Al x Ga 1-x ) y In 1-y P   with   

the   typical   composition   of   (Al 0.6 Ga 0.4 ) 0.5 In 0.5 P.   Varying   layers   of   Al 0.45 Ga 0.55 As   with   a   

high   refractive   index   and   Al 0.9 Ga 0.1 As   with   a   low   refractive   index   form   the   DBR.   

An   oxidation   layer   and   an   etched   mesa,   or   air-post,   confine   carriers   and   isolate   

the   device   [27].   
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1.2.4   The   Rate   Equations   

  

Figure 6 .   Model   for   the   Rate   Equations.    This   figure   is   altered   
and   adapted   from   L.   Coldren   [42].   This   model   is   used   for   
developing   the   rate   equations   for   semiconductor   lasers.   Both   of   
the   white   boxes   represent   the   rate   equation   for   carriers   and   the   
rate   equation   for   photons.     is   current.     is   the   elementary  I q  
charge.     and     are   the   carrier   and   photon   densities.  n p  

and   are   the   nonradiative   recombination  , R , R , R ,  Rnr  sp  sp
︿  12 R21  

rate,   spontaneous   emission   rate,   modal   spontaneous   emission   
rate,   absorption   rate   and   stimulated   emission   rate   respectively.   

is   the   photon   lifetime.   and   are   the   injection   and   optical  τ p ηi η0  
efficiencies.     

The   rate   equations   are   a   set   of   differential   equations   that   describe   the   

number   of   carriers   and   photons   in   a   laser   per   unit   time.   In    Figure 6 ,   a   model   for   

the   rate   equations   is   depicted.   The   central   green,   red,   and   yellow   arrows   

represent   the   three   processes   described   previously   in   section   1.2.1:   spontaneous   
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emission,   absorption,   and   stimulated   emission   respectively.   For   the   green   

arrows,   represents   the   spontaneous   emission   rate   and   represents   the  Rsp  Rsp
︿

 

portion   of   the   spontaneous   emission   rate   that   contributes   to   stimulated   emission.   

For   the   red   arrow,   represents   the   absorption   rate.   And,   for   the   yellow   arrow  R12  

represents   the   stimulated   emission   rate.   The   two   large   blue   arrows   represent  R21  

the   carriers   entering   the   system   with     and   the   photons   leaving   the   system  q  I/  

  where     is   the   photon   lifetime.   And   lastly,   the   black   arrows   represent  τ  P / p τ p  

inefficiencies   where   heat   and   light   are   released   where   ,   ,   and   are  Rnr ηi η0  

non-radiative   recombinations,   the   injection   efficiency,   and   optical   efficiency   

respectively.   

The   following   equations   represent   the   rates   of   change   of   the   carrier   

reservoir   and   proton   reservoir.     and     are   the   volumes   of   the   reservoirs,   and  V V p  

  and     represent   the   carrier   number   and   photon   number.   These   reservoirs  N P  

are   represented   on   the   left-hand   sides   of    Equation 1    and    Equation 2 .   The   

right-hand   sides   represent   the   sums   of   rates   in   and   out   of   the   reservoirs   as   

shown   with   the   arrows   in    Figure 6    [42].     

(1)  R )dt
dn = I

q − (R )sp + Rnr − ( 21 − R12  
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(2)  R )  dt
dp = ( 21 − R12 −  Pτ p + R 

sp
︿

   

These   equations   can   be   reworked   as   the   following   (as   done   in   another   text   [45]):   

(3)       dt
dN = (N ) GI

q − R −  
N

(N )− N t P  

(4)      (N )  dt
dP = GN (N )− N t P −  Pτ p + R 

sp
︿

 

Where     is   the   elementary   charge,     is   the   recombination   rate   (previously  q (N )R  

represented   by   ,   is   the   differential   gain,     is   the   carrier   number   at  Rsp + Rnr GN tN  

transparency,   and     is   the   photon   lifetime.   (Transparency   is   when   the  τ p  

absorption   rate   and   stimulated   emission   rate   cancel.)   The   capital   letter   values   N

and   represent   the   number   or   quantity.   Note   that   these   rate   equations   are   not  P  

densities.   Lowercase   is   used   in   this   work   typically   for   carrier   densities.   i.e.   

.   The   following   linearization   is   put   forward   by   P.   Pérez   et   al.   [4]   where   nVN =   

they   linearize     in    equation 3    with   the   following   expansion:   (N )R N  N th =  t + 1
G τN p

which   then   allows   the   rate   equation   for     to   be   rewritten   as   the   following:  N  

(5)      dt
dN =  Ge

I I− th − τ n
N N− th −  

N
(N )− N t P  
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Where   is   the   threshold   current,   is   the   carrier   density   at   threshold,   and   is  I th N th τ n  

the   carrier   lifetime.   Pérez   et   al.   also   give   the   modal   spontaneous   emission   rate   

  found   in    Equation 4    as,  (n)  R 
sp
︿

 

   (6)     (N )  R 
sp
︿

≃ Rth
sp
︿

1( + 2 N th

N   N− th)  

Where     is   the   modal   spontaneous   emission   rate   at   threshold.   All   together   Rth
sp
︿

 

Equation 4 ,    Equation 5 ,   and    Equation 6    can   be   described   with   the   functional   

parameters   ,   , , ,   ,   ,   and   .   These   values   can   be   found   from  I th τ n τ p GN N th N t  Rth
sp
︿

 

the   experimental   measurements   and   calculations   herein.   For   another   more   

involved   description   of   laser   behavior   consult   Barland   et   al.   [3].   Also   described   in   

these   equations   are   the   laser   phase-amplitude   properties.   The   similar   set   of   

functional   parameters   ,   , , , ,   ,   and     also   provide   a   complete   rate  I th τ n τ p η nth  Rth
sp
︿

α  

equation   description   of   laser   behavior   with   the   equations   set   forth   by   Barland.   et   

al.   The   parameter     is   a   gain   parameter   compatible   with   the   rate   equations  η  

shared   in   that   work,   and   the   parameter     is   the   linewidth   enhancement   factor.  α  

Note   though   that   these   rate   equations   used   by   Barland   et   al.   are   density   rate   

equations.   For   practical   purposes,   the   volume   of   the   active   region   is   also   needed.   

Also   be   aware   that   has   been   normalized   and   can   be   related   to     by   :  nth N th  
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    N (n V )  (7) nth =  th/ 0   

Where     is   the   carrier   density   at   transparency   and   is   the   active   area   volume.  n0 V  

(In   other   works     often   refers   to   carrier   density   at   transparency.)    The  N 0  

recombination   rate   is   often   broken   into   three   parts,   which   are   also   found   in  (N )R  

this   work.   

(8)     (N ) A N  B N NR =  +  2 + C 3  

with   and     as   factors   for   the   nonradiative,   radiative,   and   Auger  , B,A  C  

recombinations   respectively.   Barland   et   al.   redefine   a   new   set   of   factors      ,A︿ ,B︿  

and     for   mathematical   purposes   that   enable   later   derivations.   They   are   defined  C︿  

as:   

(9)     A︿ = A
B

Γxy
n n0 th

 

(10)     B︿ = B Γxy

n n0
2
th  

(11)     C︿ = B
C

Γxy

n n0
 
th  

where   is   the   lateral   confinement   factor.  Γxy  
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1.2.5   Resonator   Modes   

Optical   cavities   can   often   accommodate   more   than   one   frequency.   If   there   

is   a   phase   shift   of   an   integer   value   times     that   is   equal   to   twice   the   cavity  π2  

length,   then   an   additional   mode   can   be   formed.   This   is   depicted   in    Figure 7 .   

    

Figure 7 .   Longitudinal   Modes.    This   figure   is   redrawn   and   
adapted   from   the   Laser   Optics   Resource   Guide   [46].   The   first   
three   longitudinal   modes   are   depicted   in   series.     

Modes   that   form   in   the   direction   of   light   propagation   as   just   described   are   called   

longitudinal   modes,   whereas   modes   that   form   perpendicular   to   the   direction   of   

light   propagation   are   called   transverse   modes.   Transverse   modes   appear   in   the   

beam   profile   itself,   and   for   circular   apertures,   they   appear   radially.   These   modes   

occur   simultaneously   and   are   superimposed.   When   the   modes   overlap   spatially   

like   this   they   experience   mode   competition.   Examples   of   different   transverse   

modes   for   a   cylindrical   laser   can   be   seen   in    Figure 8 ,   where   p   and   l   are   indices   

for   the   angular   and   radial   orders   of   the   mode.   These   transverse   modes   are   

analogous   to   transverse   modes   in   optical   fibers.   Multimode   VCSELs   form   

multiple   transverse   modes   that   may   each   have   separate   intensities   that   vary   with   

different   injection   currents.   VCSEL   optical   cavity   lengths   are   too   short   to   form   

multiple   longitudinal   modes,   but   they   usually   have   wide   apertures   that   form   

multiple   transverse   modes.   
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Figure 8 .   Transverse   Modes .   Shown   here   are   some   of   the   
transverse   modes   that   can   arise   in   cylindrical   lasers.   The   figure   
is   redrawn   and   adapted   from   R.   Paschotta   [47].   Nine   different   
transverse   modes   are   depicted   with   different   l   and   p   order   
indices.   

1.3   Motivation   and   Significance   of   Thesis   

1.3.1   Uniqueness   of   Thesis   

Significant   study   and   discussion   have   been   given   to   various   methods   of   

extracting   working   parameters,   especially   the   Linewidth   Enhancement   Factor   

(LEF   or   ),   from   single-mode   semiconductor   lasers.   This   thesis   investigates  α  

instead   a   multimode   VCSEL   and   discusses   the   tradeoffs,   challenges,   and   results   

for   such   measurements,   calculations,   and   characterizations   for   working   

parameters.   In   the   literature,   little   attention   has   been   given   to   finding   the   LEF   and   

functional   parameters   for   lasers   exhibiting   multiple   frequencies.   Most   reference   

texts   only   discuss   the   LEF   within   the   context   of   single-frequency   lasers   [42],   [48].   
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To   the   best   of   the   author’s   knowledge,   no   other   researcher   has   reported   an   LEF   

specifically   for   a   multimode   VCSEL.   

There   has   been   some   research   analyzing   functional   parameters   such   as   

the   LEF   in   the   context   of   multiple-frequency   lasers.   One   researcher   applied   three   

methods   for   determining   the   LEF   for   a   multiple-frequency   laser.   In   this   case,   the   

laser   was   a   multi-longitudinal-mode   Fabry-Perot   Laser   (FPL),   not   a   

multi-transverse-mode   VCSEL   [49].   That   method   reports   individual   LEFs   for   each   

of   the   modes.   Another   method   for   measuring   the   LEF   for   a   

multi-longitudinal-mode   Fabry-Perot   produces   just   one   LEF   value   [50].   Also,   in   

quite   a   recent   analysis   of   multimode   quantum   cascade   lasers,   another   

researcher   incorporates   the   LEF   into   his   model   and   characterization   and   noted   

that   other   previous   researchers   had   failed   in   their   models   to   incorporate   the   

phase-amplitude   coupling   (LEF)   mechanism   into   their   models   [51].   Investigations   

of   multimode   VCSELs   have   been   done   predominantly   with   relative   intensity   noise   

(RIN)   measurements   and   frequency   response   measurements   [1],   [2],   [52],   [53].   

In   some   of   this   research,   the   observed   competing   modes   are   at   different   

polarizations,   so   the   separate   modes   within   the   multimode   VCSEL   could   be   

isolated   and   analyzed   separately.   This   was   found   not   to   be   the   case   with   the   

characterized   VCSEL   in   this   work.   The   polarization   characterization   can   be   found   

in   the   appendix.   

1.3.2   Existing   Techniques   

The   techniques   for   analyzing   or   characterizing   multimode   lasers   vs.  

single-mode   lasers   for   functional   parameters   are   not   well-established,   not   
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obvious,   nor   straightforward.   For   example,   the   rate   equations    Equation 3    and   

Equation 4    are   actually   derived   for   single-mode   lasers.   However,   they   are   still   

commonly   and   effectively   applied   to   multimode   lasers   in   different   ways:   For   

example;   for   the   previously   mentioned   multi-longitudinal-mode   Fabry-Perot   

Laser,   the   researchers   used   three   methods   for   determining   the   LEF.   Two   of   the   

three   methods   employed   were   derived   from   the   single-mode   rate   equations.   (The   

third   method,   the   Hakki-Paoli   method,   is   derived   from   the   definition   of   LEF   itself.   

See    Equation 14 .)   In   each   of   these   three   methods,   they   single   out   each   mode   

and   report   separate   LEF   values   for   each   longitudinal   mode   [49].   Conversely,   for   

RIN   characterizations   which   are   also   derived   from   the   single-mode   rate   

equations,   all   of   the   modes   are   instead   collected   and   measured   together.   All   of   

the   modes   need   to   be   measured   together   for   accurate   RIN   measurements,   due   

to   a   phenomenon   called   mode   partitioning,   where   power   switches   randomly   

among   different   modes   resulting   in   much   higher   noise   measurements   for   

individual   modes   [42]   [54].   A   recent   paper   has   analyzed   this   mode   partition   noise   

(MPN)   and   its   effect   on   data   transmission   [55].   There   have   also   been   a   handful   

of   papers   examining   the   MPN   effect   specifically   with   RIN   measurements   [52],   

[56]–[58].   

Multimode   rate   equations   have   been   successfully   employed   in   some   

characterizations,   for   a   multimode   AlGaAs/GaAs   VCSEL.   In   this   particular   case,   

the   developed   two-mode   model   was   validated   with   accompanying   RIN   

measurements   for   multimode   VCSELs.   It   should   be   noted   that   they   similarly   

collected   all   of   the   modes   and   measured   them   together.   Also,   despite   using   
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multimode   rate   equations,   they   assumed   just   a   single   unchanging   LEF   for   all   of   

the   modes   in   their   description   of   gain   compression,   (though   they   did   not   measure   

nor   calculate   the   LEF)   [1].   Similarly,   A.   Liang   et   al.   assumes   a   single   typical   

model   LEF   for   their   multimode   VCSEL   model   and   simulation   [2]   A.   Melgar   et   al.   

do   not   include   the   LEF   in   their   multimode   model,   but   they   do   extract   two   

parameters   separately   each   for   two   separate   transverse   modes   [59].   Many   of   

these   multimode   models   do   not   extract   parameters   but   rather   use   assumed   

parameters   to   aid   their   simulation   [1],   [60]–[62].   These   multimode   models   are   

much   more   complicated,   and   usually,   only   incorporate   just   one   additional   

secondary   mode   to   avoid   the   complexity   that   several   modes   would   bring.     

To   summarize;   there   are   varying,   and   emerging   treatments   for   characterizing   

multimode   VCSELs   for   intrinsic   parameters.   Thus,   the   characterization   of   

multimode   lasers,   especially   muli-transverse-mode   VCSELs,   for   parameters   

remains   an   open   and   emerging   field   for   additional   discussion   and   research.   

1.3.3   Motivation   and   Relevance   of   Thesis   

The   defining   difference   between   multi-transverse-mode   VCSELs   and   their   

single-mode   counterparts   is   that   they   have   larger   apertures.   It   is   these   larger   

oxide   aperture   diameters   and   active   areas   (see    Figure 5 )   that   provide   much   

better   output   power.   Only   small   diameters   of   less   than   3   μm   typically   allow   

single-mode   operation.   Additionally,   there   is   increased   difficulty   manufacturing   

small   single-mode   VCSEL   devices   compared   to   larger   multimode   VCSELs.   Thus,   

the   majority   of   VCSELs   available   commercially   are   not   single-mode   but   

multimode   devices   [1].   As   explained   previously,   compared   to   other   
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semiconductor   lasers   VCSELs   are   cheaper   to   produce   compared   to   EEL   and   are   

used   for   their   high   efficiency   [63].     

1.3.4   Significance   of   Findings   

This   is   the   first   work   to   report   on   an   LEF   value   for   a   multimode   VCSEL.   

The   LEF   value   reported   represents   a   lower   bound,   due   to   measurement   

limitations.   Linewidth   measurements   are   common   for   measuring   the   linewidth   

enhancement   factor     of   semiconductor   lasers.   However,   this   work   found   that  α  

linewidth   measurements   were   inadequate   to   find   the   LEF     of   a   multimode  α  

VCSEL   because   the   linewidth   increased   at   higher   bias   currents   when   for   typical   

single-mode   lasers   the   linewidth   decreases.   Instead,   another   method   of   finding   

the   LEF   using   current   modulation   proved   to   be   more   suitable   to   find   a   lower   

bound   value   for   .  α  

This   is   one   of   the   few   works   to   experimentally   find   a   complete   set   of   

functional   rate   equation   parameters   for   a   multimode   VCSEL.   The   derived   

functional   parameters   found   are   summarized   in   Table   2.   For   a   more   extensive   list   

of   the   intrinsic   parameters,   including   assumed   parameters   and   other   intrinsic   

factors,   consult   Table   3   at   the   end   of   Chapter   3.   The   first   seven   parameters   in   

Table   2,   , , , , ,   and     are   compatible   with   the   rate   equations   used  I th α τ n τ p η nth  Rth
sp
︿

 

in   the   work   of   Barland   et   al   [3].   The   first   three   parameters   and   the   last   four   

parameters   in   Table   2,   , , , , , ,   and     are   compatible   with   the  I th τ n τ p GN N th N t  Rth
sp
︿

 

rate   equations   shared   in   this   work   ( Equation 4    and    Equation 5 )   which   are   also   
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shared   in   the   work   of   Pérez   et   al   [4].   Both   sets   of   rate   equations   and   other   

versions   can   be   found   in   texts   on   semiconductor   lasers   [42],   [45],   [64],   [65].   Even   

though   there   is   some   redundancy,   by   determining   and   providing   two   sets   of   

functional   parameters,   it   allows   for   more   comparison   between   works   that   use   

different   versions   of   the   rate   equations.   

Table   2.   Derived   Functional   Parameters   in   This   Work    1   

  

1  A   comprehensive   list   of   measured   and   assumed   parameters   can   be   found   in   Table   3   at   the   end   
of   Chapter   3.   The   list   here   only   includes   working   parameters   that   appear   in   the   described   
versions   of   the   rate   equations.   

I  
th  

Threshold   current   2.19±0.06   mA   

 τ n  Carrier   lifetime   0.33±0.01   ns  

 τ p  Photon   lifetime   6.45±0.62   ps  

 α  Linewidth   enhancement   factor   
(lower   bound)   

1.88   

 η  Modified   gain   1.92±0.20   

nth  Carrier   density   at   threshold   
(normalized)   

1.56±0.20   

 Rth
sp
︿

 

Modal   spontaneous   emission   rate   (1.41±0.44)×10 -3    ps -1   

GN  
Differential   gain   (3.45±0.09)×10 4    Hz   

N th  
Carrier   number   at   threshold   (1.46±0.19)×10 7   

N t  
Carrier   number   at   transparency   (1.01±0.24)×10 7   
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Chapter   2:   Characterization   Parameters   and   Methods   

This   chapter   is   an   explanation   of   the   characterization   processes   and   

equations   for   extracting   functional   parameters.   The   organization   is   as   follows:   

The   first   section   is   devoted   to   explaining   the   linewidth   enhancement   factor   (LEF)   

and   some   of   the   relevant   methods   for   obtaining   it.   The   second   section   explains   

the   relaxation   oscillation   frequency   and   damping   factor,   and   the   methods   for   

obtaining   them.   The   third   section   explains   how   the   other   functional   parameters   

are   extracted.   The   final   section   is   a   brief   explanation   of   polarization   

characterization   which   can   aid   in   characterizing   some   multimode   VCSELs.   

2.1   Linewidth   Enhancement   Factor   

2.1.1   Definition   and   Physical   Mechanism   

The   linewidth   enhancement   factor   (LEF),   also   known   as   the   alpha   factor   

,   chirp   parameter,   phase-amplitude   coupling   factor,   or   the   Henry   factor   is   a  α  

parameter   particular   to   semiconductor   lasers   [66].   The   LEF   affects   device   

operation   and   is   manifest   in   behaviors   such   as   a   frequency   chirp,   emission   

linewidth,   and   behavior   from   optical   feedback.   A   low   LEF   is   typically   desirable   

because   it   corresponds   to   narrower   spectral   linewidths.   The   LEF   arises   due   to   

carrier   effects   in   semiconductors   and   it   is   not   manifest   in   other   lasers   such   as   

gas   lasers.   Based   on   the   expected   theoretical   linewidth   from   the   

Schawlow-Townes’   formula   ( Equation 12 )   semiconductor   lasers   exhibit   a   broader   

or   enhanced   linewidth   [45],   [48],   [67].   The   Schawlow-Townes’   formula   for   

linewidth   is   as   follows:   
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(12)      v   Δ ST = P out

πhν(Δv )0
2

  

Where   is   the   photon   energy,     is   the   output   power,   and   is   the   optical  vh P out vΔ 0  

resonator   bandwidth   at   full   width   half   maximum   (FWHM).   The   relationship   

between   the   semiconductor   laser   linewidth   and   the   Schallow-Townes’  vΔ   

linewidth     is   described   in   the   following   equation,   where   the   LEF   is  vΔ ST  

represented   by   .  α  

(13)      v v (1Δ = Δ ST + α )2    

The   LEF   arises   from   physical   effects   from   the   change   in   carrier   concentration   in   

the   active   region.   In   a   semiconductor   laser,   the   carrier   concentration   affects   the   

refractive   indices   (both   real   and   imaginary)   of   the   semiconductor   material.   Thus   

the    LEF   is   defined   as:   

Where     and     are   the   real   and   imaginary   refractive   indices,   is   the   carrier  nr ni n  

density,   is   the   gain,   and     is   the   wavelength.   The   change   in   refractive   index  g λ  

affects   the   phase   of   the   lightwave   and   the   change   in   gain   affects   the   amplitude   of   

the   lightwave.   Thus,   the   LEF   quantifies   the   coupling   between   the   phase   and   

amplitude   in   the   laser.     

(14)         α ≡  − dn dni/
dn dnr/ =  − λ

4π
dg dn/
dn dnr/   
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Accurate   measurement   of   the   LEF   is   important   in   understanding   the   

device   characteristics   with   regard   to   effects   in   spectral   emission,   modulation   

response,   and   the   device   under   optical   injection   [68].   The   LEF   is   also   important   

for   applications   such   as   in   communication   links   because   it   affects   the   quality   of   

the   link.   For   example,   in   fiber   optic   links,   the   maximum   transmission   length   is   

limited   by   the   transmitter   chirp   [69].   Thus   the   alpha   factor   is   an   indicator   of   how   

well   a   device   may   perform   in   a   communication   link.   

Several   methods   for   measuring   the   LEF   have   been   developed.   They   

include   spectral   measurements,   current   modulation,   interferometric   methods,   

amplified   spontaneous   emission,   and   gain   measurements.   Gain   measurement   

methods   (including   the   Hakki-Paoli   method)   are   more   difficult   and   limited   

because   they   rely   on   custom   devices,   or   they   cannot   be   applied   to   VCSELs   

because   they   measure   the   longitudinal   mode   spectrum.   VCSELs   have   very   short   

cavities   that   cannot   support   longitudinal   modes.   (The   free   spectral   range,   which   

is    the   frequency   spacing   between   possible   longitudinal   modes,   is   wider   than   the   

gain   bandwidth.)   There   is   little   consensus   currently   on   which   methods   provide   

the   best   measurement   of   the   LEF   because   of   the   many   practical   tradeoffs   and   

limited   ability   to   gauge   for   accuracy   [70].   This   paper   will   discuss   those   tradeoffs   

and   challenges,   particularly   for   a   multimode   VCSEL.   

2.1.2   Linewidth   Above   and   Below   Threshold   Method   

A   typically   straightforward   method   for   measuring   the   linewidth   is   by   

comparing   the   spectral   linewidths   above   and   below   threshold   [70],   [71].   The   

method   is   as   follows:   Below   the   threshold   current,   the   laser   behaves   mostly   like   
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an   LED,   lasing   has   not   begun,   so   the   LEF   has   no   bearing   on   the   linewidth.   Below   

threshold,   the   linewidth     is   given   by:   vΔ b   

(15)  v  Δ b =  Rsp

2πP  

represents   the   total   spontaneous   emission   rate,   and     represents   the  R 
sp P  

photon   number.   Above   threshold,   however,   the   linewidth   is   given   by:   

(16)  v  Δ a =  1
4π P

R 
sp (1 )+ α2  

Then,   the   LEF     can   be   determined   by   comparing   the   widths   above   and   below  α  

the   threshold   and   solving    Equation 15    and    Equation 16 .   Conveniently     and  Rth
sp  

can   be   canceled   out   so   they   do   not   need   to   be   determined,   in   this   method.   P   

2.1.3   Linewidth   Only   Above   Threshold   Method   

In   this   method,   a   slight   variation   of   the   previous    Equation 16    is   employed.   

However,   there   is   not   the   same   opportunity   to   cancel   out   terms.   The   process   is   

more   involved   because   other   measurements   are   also   necessary,   however   other  

important   parameters   can   also   be   determined   through   this   process,   as   is   done   in   

this   thesis   [3],   [70].   

(17)  v  Δ a =  1
4π P︿

Rth
sp
︿

(1 )+ α2  
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is   the   photon   number   and     is   the   modal   spontaneous   emission   rate.   The  P︿  Rth
sp
︿

 

difference   here   between    Equation 16    and    Equation 17    is   that   and     do   not  P︿  Rth
sp
︿

 

represent   the   total   photon   number   and   spontaneous   emission   rate   but   instead   

represent   the   contributions   to   a   single-mode.   Rather   than   canceling   out,   like   in   

the   previous   method,   these   values   do   need   to   be   dealt   with,   so   several   other   

measurements,   fittings,   and   calculations   are   also   required.   The   benefit   though   is   

that   measurements   below   the   threshold   do   not   need   to   be   done.   By   substituting   

in   and   factoring    Equation 17    the   following   is   obtained   for   evaluating ( )P︿ = η I
I th − 1  

the   LEF   :  α  

(18)     
π  1 + α2 = 4 Δv[ a ( I

I th − 1)] * [ η2

τ Rp th
sp
︿ ] * [ η

τ τp n] * [ 1
τ n]

 

To   aid   the   reader,   this   work   has   assigned   each   of   these   four   sets   of   brackets   

each   a   placeholder   variable   ,    and     respectively.   All   of   these   V , W , 1 Xph  ph  / ph Y ph  

terms   should   yield   constants.   

(19)  v  V ph = Δ a ( I
I th − 1)  
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(20)   W ph = η2

τ Rp th
sp
︿  

(21)   Xph = η
τ τp n

  

(22)   Y ph = 1
τ n

 

Additionally,   another   placeholder   variable     is   assigned   to   the   value     .  Zph τ  η/ n  

(23)  Zph = η
τ n

 

The   placeholder   is   found   from   linewidth   measurements   alone.    The  V ph  

placeholder is   found   from   fitting   the   LI   curve,   as   will   be   described   in   more  W   ph  

detail   in   section   2.3.   And   finally,   and,     are   determined   from   plotting  ,Xph Y ph Zph  

the   relaxation   oscillation   frequency,   and   damping   factor,   as   will   be   described   in   

more   detail   in   section   2.3.   It   should   be   noted   that   once   ,   and      are  ,Xph Y ph Zph  

found   then   , ,    and       can   each   be   determined.   Also,   when   is   found   then  η τ p τ n W ph  

  can   be   determined.   Then   finally   the   LEF     on   the   left-hand   side   can   be   Rth
sp
︿

α  

determined   from   ,   and     on   the   right-hand   side   of    Equation 18 .  V , W , Xph  ph  ph Y ph  
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2.1.4   Current   Modulation   Method   

The   linewidth   enhancement   factor   can   be   found   through   methods   other  

than   linewidth   measurements.   The   LEF   also   characterizes   the   chirp   that   a   

semiconductor   laser   diode   exhibits.   The   LEF   is   sometimes   known   as   the   chirp   

parameter   or   the   amplitude-phase   coupling   factor.   In   practical   terms,   this   means   

that   modulating   the   intensity   of   a   laser   also   causes   a   modulation   in   frequency.   By   

varying   the   bias   current   and   then   measuring   the   change   in   frequency   of   the   

output   signal,   then   the   LEF   can   be   determined.   In   the   following   equations     is  m  

the   intensity   modulation   (IM)   index   and     is   the   frequency   modulation   (FM)  M  

index   where   is   the   frequency   deviation,   and   is   the   modulating   Δf f  M =  / m fΔ fm  

signal   frequency.   The   following   equation   describes   the   relationship   between   the   

two   modulation   indices   in   the   IM/FM   lightwave   that   is   produced.   

(24)     
 m

M =  2
α√( fm

γPP )2
+ 1

 

The   term   is   the   non-linear   gain   relaxation   rate   which   is   a   rate   coefficient  γPP  

associated   with   the   effective   photon   lifetime.   And,     is   the   frequency   of   the   IM  fm  

modulating   signal.   The   following   simplification   can   be   made   if     is   large  fm  

enough,   which   is   typically   more   than   100   MHz   [42],   [70].   

(25)       m
M ≃  2

α  
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By   sending   an   AC-biased   current   to   the   laser   (creating   a   known   IM   index   ),  M  

and   by   determining   the   resulting   FM   index   then   the   LEF   can   be   determined   [42].   

One   method   for   determining   the   resulting   FM   index   from   the   created   

mixed   IM/FM   waveform   is   with   an   optical   spectrum   analyzer   (OSA).   A   single   

frequency   laser   with   DC   bias   and   no   intensity   modulation   will   have   a   spectrum   

that   appears   as   a   single   narrow   bandwidth.   The   same   single-frequency   laser   with   

a   modulated   signal   will   have   a   spectrum   that   appears   with   sidebands   due   to   the   

IM   and   FM   components   of   the   waveform   [72].   The   center   line   spectral   intensity   is   

given   by:   

(26)      Icenter = E2
0 J J[ 2

0 (M ) + m2 2
1 (M )]  

And   the   intensity   of   the   first   sidebands   is   also   given   by:   

(27)      Isb = E2
0 J[ 2

1 (M ) + J[ 2
m

2 (M ) − J0 (M )]2]  

The   functions   , ,   and     are   Bessel   functions   of   the   first   kind   of  J  
0 (M ) J  

1 (M ) J  
2 (M )  

order   0,1,   and   2   [73].   
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Figure 9    IM-FM   Waveform    shows   the   central   frequency   and   
sidebands   at   various   IM   modulation   indices   (m)   in   the   time   
domain,   adapted   from   C.   Harder   [73].   

The   spectra   ideally   resemble   those   in    Figure 9 .   By   comparing   the   relative   

intensities   of   the   central   frequency   and   sidebands,   and   by   using    Equation 26    and   

Equation 27 ,   then   the   FM   modulation   index     can   be   obtained   from   the   optical  M  

spectra   of   the   modulated   laser   [50],   [64],   [72]–[74].   Then   from   the   ratio   of   the   two   

indices   the   LEF     can   be   found.     ( Equation   25 .)  α m 2  M/ ≃ α/  

2.2   Relaxation   Oscillation   Frequency   and   Damping   Factor   

This   section   explains   how   the   relaxation   oscillation   frequency   and   

damping   factor   are   obtained.   It   is   from   these   two   parameters   that   carrier   lifetime   

  and   photon   lifetime   ,   and   the   gain   terms   ,   and     are   found.  τ n τ p η GN  

2.2.1   Description   and   Methods   of   Measurement.   

Relaxation   oscillations   are   a   phenomenon   which   occur   in   lasers   when   the   

steady-state   is   changed.   These   oscillations   in   output   power   typically   happen   

when   the   input   current   varies.   The   oscillations   are   described   with   a   resonant   

frequency   and   a   damping   factor   frequency   .   For   semiconductor   lasers,  f r Γd  

these   frequencies   are   typically   in   the   gigahertz   range.   The   relaxation   oscillations   

are   a   limiting   factor   for   optical   communication.   (A   transition   to   a   new   steady-state   

can   only   be   properly   discerned   once   the   current   steady-state   has   been   reached)   

[75] .   J.   Bowers   provides   a   rule   of   thumb   relation   for   a   bit   rate   that   such   a   laser   
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can   attain    [5],   [76] .   The   achievable   bit   rate   is   approximately   1.2   times   the   

relaxation   oscillation   frequency.   

(28)     it Rate .2×fB ≃ 1 r  

The   relaxation   oscillation   frequency     and   damping   factor     can   be   found   by  f r Γd  

measuring   the   relative   intensity   noise   (RIN),   by   measuring   the   frequency   

response,   by   measuring   the   signal   from   an   optical   probe,   or   by   measuring   the   

optical   spectra   from   an   external   resonating   cavity   [5],   [70].   

2.2.2   Frequency   Response   

The   relaxation   oscillation   frequency     or   the   resonant   frequency   and   the  f r  

damping   factor     can   be   extracted   from   fitting   the   frequency   response   curve.  Γd  

The   equation   for   fitting   and   extracting   these   parameters   is:   

   (29)  
mplitude (f ) 10 log  A =  10 [ f r

2

f f +( 2− r
2)2 ( 2π

Γ fd* )
2] 

 

 

The   inner   part   of    Equation 29    represents   the   transfer   function     for   the   laser.  (f )H  

If   the   resulting   frequency   responses   are   too   noisy   then   a   reference   frequency   

response   can   be   subtracted   from   the   first   to   cancel   out   some   of   the   noise.   This   

method   is   demonstrated   by   Morton   et.al   [77].   Instead,   the   following   equation   is   

fitted   to   the   now   subtracted   curve.   
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(30)    ubtracted Amplitude (f ) S =

 
0 log 0 log  1 10 [ f r

2

f f +( 2− r
2)2 ( 2π

Γ fd* )
2] 

 
− 1 10 [ f2

r0

f f +( 2− 2
r0)

2 ( 2π
Γ fd0* )

2] 

 

 

Note   that   this   equation   is   just   like    Equation 29    but   the   reference   current   

amplitude   is   subtracted.   After   fitting   the   subtracted   frequency   response   curves   at   

different   biases,   the   relaxation   oscillation   frequency   and   damping   factor   are   

obtained.   Note   that   they   vary   at   different   bias   currents,   so   they   are   not   intrinsic   

parameters.   

2.3   Extraction   of   Additional   Functional   Parameters   

With   exception   of   the   first   two   parameters     and   .   This   section   explains  α I th  

the   extraction   of   all   of   the   other   functional   parameters   shared   in   Table   2.   (The   

extraction   of     was   explained   in   the   previous   sections   and   finding   from   the   LI  α I th  

curve   is   trivial.)   This   section   explains   the   extraction   of   functional   parameters   from   

the   relaxation   oscillation   frequency,   damping   factor   and   the   LI   curve.   Additionally,   

the   placeholder   variables   needed   in    Equation 18    are   obtained   from   the   relaxation   

oscillation   frequency   and   damping   factor.   Also   included,   is   the   method   used   for   

obtaining   the   modified   factors   ,   and     from   which   we   can   get   the   more  A︿ ,B︿ C︿  

familiar   recombination   factors   , ,   and   .  A B C  
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2.3.1   Modified   Gain   η,   Photon   Lifetime   𝞃  p    ,   and   Carrier   Lifetimes   𝞃  n   

The   modified   gain   ,   photon   lifetime   ,   and   carrier   lifetime     can   be  η τ p τ n  

derived   from   the   relaxation   oscillation   frequency     and   damping   factor     by  f r Γd  

first   finding   the   placeholder   values   ,   ,   and   .   The   two   terms      and  Xph Y ph Zph f r  

  are   dependent   on   bias   current   and   are   given   by   the   equations:  Γd  

(31)  (2πf )Ω2
R =  r

2 = τ τ  In p th

η(I I )− th + R  Ith
sp
︿

th
τ η(I I )n − th

 

(32)  Γd = τ  In th

η(I I )− th + 1
τ  
n

+ R  Ith
sp
︿

th
η(I I )− th

 

The   last   terms   of    Equation 31    and    Equation 32    are   typically   dropped   since   they  

much   less   significant   [3],   [4].   (Pérez   et   al.   do   not   even   include   the   last   term   in   

their   analogous   equation.   See    Equation 33    below.)    The   values   of   ,   and  ,Xph Y ph  

  can   then   be   determined   from   plotting   ,     vs.   current   .    From   the   plot   of  Zph f r Γd I  

vs.   ,   the   slope   is   equal   to   .   From   the   plot   of     vs.   ,   the  f r I )  X (4 π  Iph/ 2
th

Γd I  

intercept   at     is   equal   to   ,   and   the   slope   is   equal   to   .   Then   the   terms  I th Y ph I  Zph/ th  

, ,   can   all   be   determined   from   ,   and    η τ p τ n ,Xph Y ph, Zph  
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2.3.2   Differential   Gain   G N   

S.   Barland   et   al.   use   a   modified   gain      parameter   in   their   formulations.  η  

The   differential   gain     can   also   be   derived   from   the   relaxation   oscillation  GN  

frequency,   with   the   following   equation   given   by   P.   Pérez.   et   al.   [4],   [45]   

(33)     Ω2
R = e

GN (I )− I th  

where     is   the   elementary   charge.   This   work   has   otherwise   followed   the  e  

formulations   outlined   in   the   work   by   S.   Barland   et   al.   [3]   because   P.   Pérez   et   al.   

make   approximations   elsewhere   in   their   work   based   on   the   longer   wavelength   

laser   they   characterize.   Barland   et   al.   instead   characterize   a   VCSEL   with   a   more   

comparable   wavelength   of   770   nm.   Nevertheless,   this   work   includes   a   calculation   

of   differential   gain   to   provide   an   entire   set   of   working   parameters   that   can   be  GN  

used   with   the   rate   equations   outlined   previously   ( Equation 4    and    Equation 5 ).   

2.3.3   Carrier   Density   at   Threshold   and   Scaled   Recombination   Factors   

The   carrier   density   at   threshold     can   be   determined   by   fitting   the   LI  nth  

curve   below   threshold   and   finding   the   scaled   recombination   factors     and     [3].  A︿ C︿  

The   LI   curve   below   threshold   is   fitted   with   the   following   equation   to   determine   the   

fitting   parameters   ,   ,   and   ,   where   is   the   received   optical   power   at   the  c1 c2 c3 P  
det  

detector   and     is   the   laser   bias   current.  I  
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(34)     P P + PI = c1 det
1 2/ + c2

 
det c3 det

3 2/  

These   fitting   parameters   ,   ,   and     then   yield   the   scaled   recombination  c1 c2 c3  

factors   with   the   following   equations:   

(35)     c 
2

c2
1 = I Ath

︿2 

A+1+C︿ ︿  

(36)     c3
2

c2
3 = C

︿2

I A+1+Cth(︿ ︿)  

Then   the   carrier   density   at   threshold     can   be   determined   with   the  nth  

following   equation.    Equation 37    is   simplified   because     when   the   Auger   0C︿ ≃   

recombinations   are   negligible.   

(37)     nth =  1
1− 1

η 2+A︿
1+A
︿  

Also,   the   scaled   recombination   factor   can   now   be   determined   from   the  B︿  

definition   given   by   Barland   et   al.   for   the   carrier   lifetime   [3].   This   definition   is   

rewritten   for   finding     and   simplified   with   as:  B︿  0C︿ ≃   

(38)     B︿ = nth
τ (2+A)n

︿  
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2.3.4   Carrier   Numbers   N th    and   N t   

Now   can   also   be   calculated   by   removing   the   normalization   on     by  N th nth  

using    Equation 7      Where   is   the   carrier   density   at   transparency  N (n V )  nth =  th/ 0 n0  

assumed   to   be   1.24⋅10 18    cm -3  
   [3] .    Additionally,     can   now   also   be   calculated  N t  

from   the   expansion   relation   used   for    Equation 5 .   

2.3.5   Recombination   Factors   A,   B,   and   C   

The   recombination   factors   , ,   and   can   now   also   be   found,   assuming  A B C  

the   typical   transverse   confinement   factor     for   the   VCSEL   as   unity.   This  Γxy  

assumption   is   especially   true   for   wide   VCSELs   and   a   lateral   confinement   factor   

of   1   is   typical   [42].   This   was   an   unstated   implicit   assumption   by   Pérez   et   al.   and   

for   Barland   et   al.   they   ended   up   deriving   a   value   of   0.97.   The   VCSEL   being   

characterized   has   an   even   larger   diameter,   so   the   confinement   factor   is   likely   to   

be   even   closer   to   1.   Now   that   ,   ,     and     are   obtained,   finding   the   proper  A︿ B︿ ,C︿ nth  

, ,   and     factors   can   be   done   by   solving    Equation 9 ,    Equation 10 ,   and  A B C  

Equation 11 .   
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2.3.6   Modal   Spontaneous   Emission   Rate   at   Threshold     Rth
sp
︿

 

The   modal   spontaneous   emission   rate   at   threshold     can   be   determined   Rth
sp
︿

 

from   finding     (instead   of   from   carefully   calibrated   RIN   measurements).  W ph  

Barland   et   al.   show   that   this   is   accomplished   by   fitting   the   LI   curve   above   

threshold   and   using   the   predetermined   modified   gain   ,   the   scaled   factor   ,  η A︿  

photon   lifetime   ,   carrier   density   at   threshold   ,   and   threshold   current   [3].  τ p nth I th  

The   three   equations   can   all   be   substituted   into   one   large   equation   for   fitting   the   LI   

curve   but   they   are   given   separately.   These   equations   used   for   fitting   are:   

  

(39)     (I)P︿ =  

 
 η

2I th
I[ − I th +√(I )  − I th

2 + I2
th

4
W ph

1 η[ + 2 nth
n 1th− ( I

I th − 1
 )]]
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(40)     (P )n︿ ︿ =

 2
nth [− A︿ − 2( − A︿)P︿ +√ A[︿ + 2( + A︿)]2

+ 4 1[( + A︿) I
I th

+ 2( + A︿) P︿
nth]]

 (41)    (P , ) C nP det
︿ n︿ =  1

P︿

1+sP︿
+ C2

︿2
 

 

Equation 39    is   an   expression   for   optical   power   .   It   is   a   function   of   current   ,  P︿ I  

and   it   is   with   this   equation   that   the   placeholder   parameter   is   found.   See  W ph  

Equation 20 .   Next,    Equation 40    is   an   expression   for   normalized   carrier   density   ,  n︿  

and   a   function   of   the   optical   power   .   Then,    Equation 41    is   an   expression   for  P︿  

detected   power   which   is   a   function   of   current     and   normalized   carrier   density   .  I n︿  

A   very   similar   fitting   method   is   also   demonstrated   by   P.   Pérez   et   al.   [4],   though   

they   make   some   assumptions   with   the   different   type   of   laser   that   they   

characterize.   The   terms   and     are   fitting   parameters   and     is   a   scale   factor  C1 C2 s  

to   accommodate   the   thermal   roll-off   in   the   LI   curve.   

The   modal   spontaneous   emission   rate   at   threshold     can   potentially   be   Rth
sp
︿

 

determined   from   RIN   measurements,   though   this   requires   a   high   degree   of   
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accuracy   and   careful   calibration.   The   RIN   can   also   give   a   good   sense   of   what   bit   

error   rate   can   be   achieved.   (   for   a   )   [42].   RIN  IN  3 dBR ≤  − 5 ER B <  10 9−  

measurements   were   attempted   for   this   work,   but   adequate   low   noise   

amplification   could   not   be   achieved   with   presently   available   equipment.   

2.4   Polarization   Characterization   

Many   studies   have   been   able   to   discriminate   between   competing   modes   

in   VCSELs   because   the   observed   competing   modes   have   different   polarizations   

[56],   [58].   Some   VCSELs   also   may   switch   polarization   when   increasing   the   pump   

current   [4],   [78],   [79].   Polarization   measurements   were   done   as   a   potential   aid   for   

possibly   understanding   the   multiple   modes   in   the   VCSEL   better   and   to   potentially   

isolate   modes.   Polarization   instabilities   are   typically   an   undesired   effect   that   is   

avoided   [14],   [42].   Unfortunately,   the   VCSEL   being   studied   did   not   exhibit   any   of   

these   effects,   so   polarization   was   not   able   to   be   used   to   aid   in   separating   modes   

for   extracting   working   parameters.   Nonetheless,   the   polarization   experimental   

setups   and   results   are   included   in   the   appendix.   
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Chapter   3:   Experimental   Results   

This   chapter   is   the   experimental   methods   and   results   for   characterizing   

the   680-nm   VCSEL.   The   extracted   working   parameters   are   calculated   according   

to   the   process   explained   previously   in   Chapter   2.   The   process   is   not   linear   

because   several   of   the   steps   explained   previously   rely   on   multiple   types   of   

measurements.   For   example:   finding   is   dependent   on   finding   the   threshold  Xph  

current   from   the   LI   curve   and   finding     and     from   fitting   frequency   responses.  f r Γd  

In   contrast,   this   chapter   is   organized   by   the   type   of   measurements   performed.   A   

summary   of   all   of   the   intrinsic   parameters   extracted   is   given   at   the   end   of   the   

chapter.     

3.1   General   Experimental   Setup  

  

Figure 10 .   Wire   Bonded   680-nm   VCSEL    is   a   microscope   image   
of   the   bonded   VCSEL.   Note   the   wire   bonding   from   the   top   
contact.   

The   VCSEL   die   was   adhered   to   a   submount   made   of   aluminum   oxide   with   

indium   soldering   paste   (ICA   NC-SMQ80)   providing   an   n-contact.   The   top   
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p-contact   appears   in   the   bottom   corners   (see    Figure 10 ).   This   top   contact   was   

wire   bonded   to   the   submount   so   it   could   be   probed   repeatedly   without   damaging   

the   VCSEL   die.   Note   the   wire   bonding   can   be   seen   in   the   microscope   images   of   

Figure 10    and   in    Figure 11 .   

  

Figure 11 .   Probed   VCSEL    shows   the   VCSEL   on   the   submount   
with   the   probes   supplying   power   with   the   VCSEL   off   (Left)   and   
with   the   VCSEL   illuminated   (Right).   The   probe   tips   can   be   seen   
on   the   right   of   the   microscope   images.   The   wire   bonding   for   the   
bottom   n-contact   connects   to   the   upper   pad   and   the   wire   
bonding   to   the   p-contact   located   on   the   surface   of   the   VCSEL   die   
connects   to   the   lower   pad   on   the   submount.   

The   bonded   VCSEL   die   and   submount   were   placed   on   a   base   mount.   This   

mount   consists   of   a   custom   brass   plate   and   aluminum   base   with   a   thermoelectric   

cooler   (TB-99-1.4-0.8)   sandwiched   between.   The   thermoelectric   cooler   was   

monitored   with   a   thermometer   (Fluke   17B+   Digital   Multimeter)   and   supplied   with   

voltage   (Keithly   2420   Sourcemeter)   to   maintain   a   steady   temperature   of   16   ℃.   

The   submount   was   probed   with   two   micropositioners   (Alessi)   which   were   

supplied   with   current   from   a   power   supply   (Keithly   2420).   For   high-speed   

measurements,   a   single   ground   source   (GS)   probe   was   used   (Picoprobe   

10-50/120-125-W-2-R-250).   A   camera   (Thorlabs   DCC1645C)   and   a   long   working   

distance   microscope   with   an   illuminator   (Edmund   Optics   M1-150)   were   used   to   

accurately   probe   the   submount,   see    Figure 12 .   After   probing,   the   camera   was   
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swiveled   away   and   successive   experimental   setups   were   positioned   above   the   

probed   and   mounted   VCSEL.   

  

Figure 12 .   Probing   Setup .   Depicted   are   the   schematic   (left)   and   
image   (right).   Note   the   red   and   black   wires   leading   to   the   
sandwiched   TEC   and   the   probes   on   the   right.   

3.2   LIV   Measurements   

The   measurements   in   this   section   contribute   to   extracting     but   also   the  I th  

fitting   of   the   LI   curve   is   used   for   finding   ,   ,   ,   ,   and   ,   using   some nth  Rth
sp
︿

A︿ B︿ C︿  

parameters   extracted   from   the   frequency   response.     

3.2.1   LIV   Experimental   Setup   

Input   current   vs.   optical   power   and   input   current   vs.   voltage   (LIV)   

characteristics   were   measured   with   a   calibrated   power   meter   (Thorlabs   S120VC,   

PM100D).   The   power   meter   sensor   was   placed   very   close   to   the   VCSEL   (see   

Figure 13 )   to   ensure   capturing   the   full   optical   power   because   the   VCSEL   has   a   

wide   beam   divergence.   The   sensor   was   calibrated   for   the   wavelength   of   the   

https://lucid.app/documents/edit/8836c12c-f917-48ca-84a6-fd27a2179fbb/0?callback=close&name=docs&callback_type=back&v=373&s=349
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VCSEL,   so   the   power   measurements   reflect   an   accurate   measurement   of   the   

output   optical   power,   rather   than   an   arbitrary   detected   intensity.   

  

Figure 13 .   LIV   Setup .   This   figure   shows   the   LIV   measurement   
setup   schematic   (left)   and   image   (right).   Note   that   the   power   
meter   is   very   close   to   the   VCSEL   to   ensure   that   all   of   the   wide   
beam   is   captured.   

3.2.2   LIV   Experimental   Results  

The   LIV   characteristics   are   quite   typical.   See    Figure 14 .   Note   the   linear   

relationship   between   current   and   optical   power.   The   voltage   is   also   quite   linear   

especially   once   the   device   begins   to   lase.   There   is   perhaps   a   slight   thermal   

roll-off   observed   at   higher   currents   where   the   optical   power   is   starting   to   deviate  

from   linearity.   The   threshold   current   derived   from   the   linear   fitting   (in   green)   is   

2.19   mA.   The   slope   of   the   linear   fitting   is   0.9   mW/mA   which   is   better   than   the   

typical   “slope   efficiency”   of   0.7   mW/mA   reported   for   this   particular   VCSEL.   [44]   

https://lucid.app/documents/edit/b3bb0b19-76c9-45fc-a4fb-4c783428a167/0?callback=close&name=docs&callback_type=back&v=231&s=241
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Figure 14 .   LIV   Plot .   Note   the   threshold   current   at   2.19   mA   and   
the   linear   operation   after   threshold.   

The   slope   efficiency   is   usually   a   measure   of   the   ratio   of   input   pump   power   to   

output   power   and   therefore   is   unitless   [80].   See    Figure 15    (left).   The   slope   

efficiency   from   this   fitting   is   0.45±0.003.   The   last   three   points   were   excluded   

because   of   the   slight   thermal   roll-off.   

  

Figure 15 .   Slope   Efficiency    (left)    and   External   Quantum   
Efficiency    (right).   The   roll   off   in   external   quantum   efficiency   
occurs   due   to   temperature   effects.   
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The   maximum   external   quantum   efficiency   (EQE)   that   occurs   at   10   mA   of   pump   

current   is   37.45%   efficiency.   Note   that   this   appears   to   be   approaching   a   peak   

efficiency.   (Measurements   were   not   taken   above   10   mA).   The   roll-off   in   EQE   

occurs   due   to   temperature   effects.   

3.2.3   LI   Non-linear   Fitting   and   Parameter   Extraction   

  

Figure 16 .   LI   Plot   Below   Threshold.    Included   is   a   fitting   for   

determining   ,   and   .   See    Equation 34    for   the   fitting  ,A
︿

C
︿

nth  

equation   and   the   following    equations   fo r   finding   , and   .  ,A
︿

B
︿

,C
︿

nth  

As   described   before   in   section   2.4,   two   fittings   to   the   LI   curve   provide   

more   information   for   determining   the   threshold   carrier   density   and   modal  nth  

spontaneous   emission   rate     .   First,   the   LI   curve   was   first   fit   with    Equation 34 .   Rth
sp
︿

 

And   from    Equation 35 ,    Equation 36 ,   and    Equation 37 ,   was   calculated   as  nth  
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1.56±0.20   along   with     as   2.14±0.1,   as   (1.47±0.07)×10 9    s,    and   as   less   than  A︿ B︿ C︿  

0.16.   

Then   from   fitting    Equation 39 ,    Equation 40 ,   and    Equation 41 ,   to   the   LI   

curve   then   was   found.   (See    Figure 17    for   this   fitting).    From   ,   a   value   of  W ph W ph  

(1.4±0.4)×10 -3    ps -1    was   calculated   for     (using   the   values   for   and     found   in   Rth
sp
︿

η τ p  

a   later   section).   The     value   that   Barland   et.   al   get   for   their   single-mode   Rth
sp
︿

 

VCSEL   is   approximately   six   times   smaller.   They   explain   that   there   is   

considerable   variation   in   reported   values   in   the   literature.   A   larger   value   is   not   

entirely   unexpected   because   this   device’s   aperture   size   is   four   times   wider   (r 0    =   

10μm).   Other   researchers   report   different   values   that   vary   by   more   than   a   couple   

orders   of   magnitude   [3],   [4].   
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Figure 17 .   LI   plot   with   Fitted   Curve .   The   whole   LI   curve   is   fitted   

with   an   equation   for   determining     (see    Equation 20 ).   Also  W ph  
see    Equation 39 ,    Equation 40 ,   and    Equation 41    used   for   fitting   
this   curve.   

The   values   for     and     were   calculated   as   (1.46±0.19)×10 7    and  N th N t  

(1.01±0.24)×10 7    respectively.   They   were   calculated   from    Equation 7    and   the   

expansion   for    Equation 5    using   an   estimated   volume   for   the   active   region   ,  V  

using   the   carrier   density   at   transparency     1.24⋅10 18    cm -3  
   [3],   and   using   other  n0 =  

values   which   are   determined   in   another   section   ( and   ).  GN τ p  

3.3   Spectrum   Measurements   

This   section   characterizes   the   spectrum   of   the   680-nm   VCSEL.   The   

placeholder   variable     and     can   typically   be   obtained   from   the   spectra   and  V ph α  

linewidth   measurements   obtained   in   this   section.   However   the   results   for   the   

multimode   VCSEL   are   different   than   for   typical   single-mode   lasers.   

3.3.1   Spectrum   Experimental   Setup   

An   optical   spectrum   analyzer   (OSA)   (Yokogawa   AQ6373B)   was   used   to   

measure   the   emission   spectra   of   the   VCSEL   at   various   input   currents.   The   light   

was   coupled   into   a   multimode   fiber   (Thorlabs   GIF   625)   by   focusing   it   into   the   

fiber   end   facet   with   an   objective   lens   (Nikon   BD   Plan   10x)   and   with   a   large   lens   

(Thorlabs   ACL50832U-B)   to   first   collimate   it.   This   collimating   lens   was   tilted   at   

10°   to   reflect   most   light   away   rather   than   back   into   the   VCSEL,   thus   avoiding   the   
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creation   of   external   cavities.   This   reflected   light   is   shown   in    Figure 18    (far   right)   

on   the   yellow   paper   next   to   the   VCSEL   under   the   tilted   collimating   lens.  

  

Figure 18 .   OSA   Setup .   Shown   is   the   schematic   for   the   
experimental   setup   used   for   optical   spectra   measurement   (left),   
and   a   photograph   of   the   optical   setup   (center).   Note   the   
reflection   beam   spot   (on   the   yellow-colored   paper   in   the   
foreground)   from   the   10-degrees   tilted   lens   (right).   The   slight   
angle   to   the   lens   ensures   that   the   reflection   from   this   first   lens   
does   not   create   an   external   cavity   that   could   reflect   photons   back   
into   the   VCSEL.     

3.3.2   Spectrum   Measurements   

The   measured   optical   spectra   for   the   680-nm   VCSEL   include   many   side   

modes   corresponding   to   the   multiple   transverse   modes   of   the   VCSEL.   The   

multiple   side   modes   were   sometimes   more   prominent   than   others.   Because   of   

this,   the   spectra   have   been   organized   into   four   different   regimes.   See    Figure 19   

for   these   four   regimes.   First,   many   side   modes   are   prominent   below   and   around   

the   threshold   current;   second,   the   modes   become   less   prominent   around   3   mA   of   

injection   current;   third,   by   4   mA   there   are   two   competing   modes;   and   fourth,   the   

modes   are   resolved   by   5   mA   and   beyond.   Note   that   most   of   these   regimes   are   

not   very   conducive   for   assessing   and   measuring   linewidth.   

https://lucid.app/documents/edit/0e98c15e-16a6-4d0c-9352-8288146a9595/0?callback=close&name=docs&callback_type=back&v=1339&s=226
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Figure 19 .   680-nm   VCSEL   Spectra .   Each   of   the   four   plots   
depicts   different   regimes   in   order   of   increasing   injection   current.   
(1.)   Shows   the   spectra   near   threshold   (2.19   mA).   (2.)   Around   3.0   
mA   of   injection   current,   the   spectra   show   one   dominant   mode   
and   two   side   modes.   (3.)   At   4.0   mA   there   are   two   prominent   
competing   modes.   (4)   Then   by   5.0   mA   and   for   later   injection   
currents   there   is   only   one   prominent   mode   with   some   additional   
side   modes.   This   regime   continues   through   measurements   to   10   
mA.   Each   spectrum   is   an   average   of   10   scans.   

It   should   be   noted   that   these   side   modes   are   not   the   result   of   external   cavities   

forming   from   reflections   from   the   upper   objective   lens   or   fiber   facet.   This  

possibility   was   ruled   out   by   coupling   the   optical   fiber   directly   to   the   VCSEL   at   an   

angle   so   reflected   light   would   not   reenter   the   VCSEL.   See    Figure 20    for   this   

setup.   The   spectra   that   were   gathered   are   much   less   clear   due   to   less   light   

entering   the   fiber   in   the   absence   of   lenses.   However,   the   multiple   modes   
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observed   in   the   optical   spectrum   are   still   very   much   present.   (See    Figure 21 .)   

These   side   modes   are   due   to   the   multiple   transverse   modes   in   the   VCSEL.   

These   side   modes   were   also   observed   in   other   identical   680-nm   multimode   

VCSELs.   

  

Figure 20 .   Direct   Fiber   Coupling   Setup.    Shown   is   a   schematic   
of   the   simple   setup   without   lenses   for   OSA   measurements   (left).   
Note   the   fiber   is   angled   to   avoid   reflecting   light   back   into   the   
VCSEL   as   seen   in   the   photograph   (right).   

  

Figure 21 .   Spectra   from   Direct   Fiber   Coupling.    Two   example   
spectra   from   the   simple   direct   fiber   coupling.   Note   that   these   
spectra   are   much   less   defined,   likely   because   there   is   
significantly   less   light   that   is   coupled   into   the   fiber   without   the   aid   
of   lenses.   Each   spectrum   is   an   average   of   10   scans.   

https://lucid.app/documents/edit/080f9ad3-ea3e-433b-958c-37bedb1b6330/0?callback=close&name=docs&callback_type=back&v=167&s=612
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3.3.3   Spectral   Characterization   

In   order   to   get   a   better   understanding   of   the   laser   spectra,   six   of   the   most   

prominent   mode   peaks   were   fitted   as   they   appeared   or   disappeared.   See   

Figure 22    for   an   example   of   these   fittings.   A   Lorentz   curve   fitting   was   used   on   

each   of   the   peaks   so   that   the   Lorentzian   linewidth   could   be   used   for   determining   

the   LEF.   Also,   note   that   the   peaks   in    Figure 19    (1.)   near   the   threshold   current   are   

not   able   to   be   fit   properly,   the   overall   shape   may   be   roughly   gaussian   but   many   

small   peaks   can   also   be   seen.   Thus   fittings   below   threshold   cannot   really   be   

effectively   fit   and   compared   to   fittings   above   threshold.   

  

Figure 22 .   Peak   Fitting   Example    (at   3   mA).   Here   three   peaks   
are   fitted   to   the   most   prominent   modes   that   are   visible.   This   is   
only   one   example   of   many   other   fittings   at   various   currents.   

Note   that   only   three   peaks   are   fitted   in    Figure 22    because   only   three   peaks   

appear.   Six   total   peaks   were   tracked   and   fit   as   they   appeared   and   disappeared   at   
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various   currents.   The   fitted   peaks   yield   maximum   intensities,   center   wavelengths,   

and   full   width   at   half   maximum   (FWHM).   Note   though   that   in   this   plot   the   units   

are   in   nm,   not   frequency.   The   maximum   intensities   for   six   of   the   most   prominent   

modes   are   tracked   in    Figure 23 .   Note   that   mode   #5   is   the   most   prominent   until   it   

is   overtaken   by   mode   #4.   This   crossover   point   was   previously   shown   in    Figure 19   

(3.)   where   the   two   modes,   mode   #5   (purple)   and   mode   #4   (green)   can   be   seen   at  

nearly   equal   intensities.   At   higher   currents   mode   #4   continues   and   becomes   

more   prominent   than   the   other   modes.   Also,   note   that   the   intensity   tapers   off   or   

even   decreases   at   higher   currents   for   the   most   prominent   mode   which   is   mode   

#4   (Green).   And   simultaneously,   the   side   modes   of   Mode   #1,   Mode   #2,   and   

Mode   #5   continue   to   increase.   In   other   words,   mode   #4   does   not   become   more   

prominent   at   higher   currents.   

  

Figure 23 .   Maximum   Intensities   of   Six   Modes.    Here   the   
maximum   intensities   are   plotted   for   six   of   the   most   prominent   
modes.   Note   that   these   are   all   above   threshold   and   start   at   2.4   
mA.   Note   that   Mode   #4   overtakes   Mode   #5   and   becomes   the   
most   prominent   mode   thereafter.   
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The   spectra   exhibit   a   typical   redshift   with   increasing   injection   currents.   A   

redshift   occurs   because   of   the   band-gap   narrowing   with   an   increase   in   current.   In   

Figure 24    note   that   this   shift   is   quite   consistent   and   the   spacing   between   the   

peaks   also   remains   consistent.   Remember   that   a   TEC   was   used   which   kept   the   

mount   at   16   °C.   Still,   the   active   region   itself   likely   experienced   this   shift   due   to   

temperature   effects.   

    

Figure 24 .   Center   Wavelengths   of   Six   Modes.    Here   the   center   
wavelengths   of   each   of   the   plotted   peaks   are   shown.   A   
consistent   redshift   appears   as   the   whole   spectrum   shifts   to   
longer   wavelengths.   

For   linewidth   considerations,   only   the   linewidth   for   the   most   prominent   

modes   has   been   considered   because   the   other   modes   are   not   distinct   enough   to   

provide   for   accurate   fittings.   Note   that   these   two   most   prominent   modes   (#4   and   
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#5)   display   an   increasing   linewidth.   See    Figure 25 .   The   usual   trend   for   linewidth   

among   single-mode   lasers   is   for   a   consistently   decreasing   linewidth   at   higher   

currents.   In   another   work,   a   decreasing   linewidth   was   even   the   trend   for   a   

multi-longitudinal-mode   Fabry-Perot   Laser   (FPL)   for   each   of   the   individually   

measured   modes   [49].     

  

Figure 25 .   FWHM   Linewidth.    Here   is   shown   the   FWHM   in   nm   
for   the   two   most   prominent   modes,   at   the   currents   where   they   
are   most   prominent.   

A   clear   upward   trend   is   visible   for   at   least   Mode   #5,   though   Mode   #4   does   not   

have   as   much   of   an   upward   trend.   Remember   that   Mode   #4   stopped   increasing   

in   intensity   at   8   mA   (see    Figure 23 .),   which   might   be   a   reason   for   the   stagnant   

linewidth.   For   single-mode   lasers,   the   linewidth   decreases   at   higher   currents   

because   the   intensity   of   the   mode   continues   to   increase.   In   other   words,   the   
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half-maximum   point   is   much   higher   and   situated   on   a   now   thinner   portion   of   the   

single-mode   spectrum.   

3.3.4   LEF   Extraction   

Due   to   not   being   able   to   accurately   characterize   the   Lorentzian   linewidth   

below   threshold,   the   first   straightforward   method   of   finding   the   alpha   factor   

cannot   be   used.   Only   Lorentz   fittings   of   linewidth   measurements   above   threshold   

can   provide   accurate   linewidth   measurements.   The   method   for   obtaining   the   LEF   

by   measuring   the   linewidth   only   above   threshold   yields   the   following.   From   

Equation 18    the   product   of     and   the   last   three   brackets   represented   by   the  π4  

placeholders   ,   1/ ,   and   is   0.63±0.039   ns.   (The   placeholders   and  W ph Xph Y ph Xph  

are   determined   in   a   later   section).   The   placeholder   (see    Equation 19 )  Y ph V ph  

unfortunately   does   not   yield   a   constant   value   especially   because   the   linewidth   

does   not   decrease   at   higher   input   currents.   (Note   that   the   linewidth   needs   to   be   

converted   to   frequency   from   wavelength   for    Equation 18 .)   The   relationship   found   

between     and   current   is   shown   in    Figure 26 .   The   value   of     should   be   a  V ph V ph  

constant   or   mostly   horizontal   trend   without   a   major   dependence   on   current.   
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Figure 26 .   Plot   of   the   Placeholder   V ph .   The   placeholder    V ph  
reflects   linewidth   measurements   at   different   currents.   See   

Equation 19 .   This   result   is   unexpected   because     should   be   a  V ph  
constant   value   and   not   current   dependent.   It   is   a   consequence   of   
not   measuring   a   decreasing   linewidth   at   higher   currents.   

Since     is   current   dependent,   then   the   resulting   LEF   would   also   be  V ph  

current   dependent   (ranging   from   0.46   to   7.45).   A   current-dependent   LEF   is   highly   

unlikely.   Only   one   author   has   ever   reported   an   LEF   that   is   dependent   on   current.   

Moreover,   their   findings   are   doubtful   because   the   technique   that   they   used   was   

flawed.   They   assumed   the   approximation   found   in    Equation 25    without   using   a   

high   enough   frequency   to   make   the   approximation   valid   [81].   The   results   here   in   

this   work   are   consistent   with   other   linewidth   research   for   multimode   VCSELs.   

Other   authors   have   reported   an   increasing   linewidth   for   individual   modes   in   a   

VCSEL   [82].   K.   Iga   explains   for   typically   single-mode   VCSELs   that   then   develop   

multiple   transverse   modes   at   high   currents,   that   there   is   an   increase   in   linewidth   

due   to   a   reduction   in   power   for   the   dominant   mode   even   though   the   total   power   

increases   [83].   
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Linewidth   measurements   appear   to   be   an   inadequate   method   for   

determining   the   linewidth   enhancement   factor   (LEF   )   for   multimode   VCSELs.  α  

The   LEF   is   a   factor   that   accounts   for   wider   linewidths   in   semiconductor   lasers   

compared   to   the   Schawlow-Townes   linewidth.   However,   Schawlow-Townes   

linewidth   is   a   model   that   describes   a   decreasing   laser   linewidth   at   higher   output   

power.   (Review    Equation 12 .)   Perhaps   a   new   model   should   be   made   to   describe   

the   increasing   linewidth   for   multimode   VCSELs.   Then   an   accompanying   factor   

might   lend   to   such   a   model.   

3.4   Current   Modulation   for   Finding   the   LEF   

The   previous   measurements   could   not   be   used   in   determining   a   constant   

LEF   as   it   relates   to   linewidth.   So,   in   order   to   further   investigate   the   LEF,   the   

following   section   uses   current   modulation   to   ultimately   determine   a   lower   bound   

value   for   the   LEF.   

3.4.1   Current   Modulation   Experimental   Setup   

The   experimental   setup   for   these   measurements   is   quite   similar   to   the   

previous   experimental   setup   for   spectrum   measurements   but   with   DC   current   

only.   In   this   case,   an   additional   function   generator   (Agilent   E8257D)   is   coupled   

with   the   power   supply   with   a   bias   tee   (BT10M6G1P2A100V)   and   then   connected   

to   the   high-speed   GS   probe.   
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Figure 27 .   Current   Modulation   Setup.    The   setup   is   quite   similar   
to   the   setup   shown   in    Figure 18    except   instead   of   a   DC   current   
to   the   laser   a   1   GHz   sine   wave   is   applied   to   the   laser   at   different   
DC   biases.   Additionally,   the   high-speed   Ground-Signal   (GS)   
probe   is   also   used   for   reducing   the   parasitic   impedance.   

3.4.2   Current   Modulation   Results   

A   modulation   frequency   of   1   GHz   was   used   to   ensure   the   good   

approximation   used   in    Equation 25 .   The   1   GHz   sine   wave   was   biased   at   6   mA,   7   

mA,   and   8   mA,   and   the   optical   spectra   were   measured   at   various   input   IM   

modulation   indices.   The   scans   of   30   spectra   were   averaged   together   for   each   

individual   spectrum,   in   order   to   ensure   a   more   accurate   result.   The   spectra   of   the   

multimode   VCSEL   are   wide,   so   the   sidebands   are   obscured.   However,   the   

decrease   in   the   central   frequency   is   still   very   observable   in    Figure 28 .   Despite   

keeping   the   mount   at   a   constant   16   °C,   the   temperature   in   the   device   active   

region   had   some   effect,   causing   the   center   frequencies   to   shift.   The   spectra   were   

shifted   to   the   unmodulated   center   frequency   to   correct   for   the   shift   from   

temperature.   This   was   to   ensure   more   accurate   calculations   for   the   decrease   in   

https://lucid.app/documents/edit/2e4f0a52-207d-46de-956f-d2ab3b0e0755/0?callback=close&name=docs&callback_type=back&v=148&s=612
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the   center   frequency,   otherwise,   the   decrease   would   appear   more   due   to   the   

shifting   curve   and   not   the   IM-FM   coupling   that   is   being   investigated.     

  

Figure 28 .   Optical   Spectra   with   Current   Modulation    shows   the   
spectra   with   an   input   current   at   various   IM   indices   “M”   (6   mA   
bias).   Each   spectrum   was   measured   on   high   sensitivity   with   30   
times   averaging.   Temperature   effects   caused   some   shifting,   so   
the   spectra   were   all   aligned   to   the   original   center   frequency.   Note   
the   consistent   decrease   in   intensity   at   the   center   frequency.   The   
horizontal   scale   is   wider   than   in   previous   spectrum   
measurements   so   that   the   different   spectra   can   be   discerned   
more   easily.   

3.4.3   Current   Modulation   LEF   Extraction   

Unfortunately,   since   the   sidebands   could   not   be   resolved,   only   

Equation 26 ,   was   used   to   find   the   FM   index   .   Instead,   the   ratio   of   the  M  

diminished   intensity   due   to   modulation   to   the   original   unmodulated   intensity   at   

the   center   frequency   was   used.   Typically   the   intensities   from   the   sidebands   are   

taken   as   a   ratio   to   the   intensity   at   the   center   frequency   and   then     is   calculated  M  

by   also   using    Equation 27 .   
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The   observed   decrease   in   the   center   frequency   is   likely   less   than   the   

actual   decrease   because   of   overlap   from   the   sidebands   onto   the   center   

frequency.   The   resulting   spectrum   is   likely   a   convolution   of   the   original   spectrum   

with   scaled   delta   functions   at   the   sideband   and   central   frequencies.   (Review   

Figure 9 .)   There   is   also   the   possibility   that   individual   modes   are   affected   

separately   or   unevenly.   Note   that   the   right   side   of   the   plot   in    Figure 29    was   

affected   more   than   the   left.   Since   these   contributions   from   the   sidebands   onto   

the   center   frequency   could   not   be   removed,   the   calculated   value   for   the   FM   index  

  represents   a   lower   bound.  M  

  

Figure 29 .   Optical   Spectra   with   Subtracted   Reference.    Here   
the   spectra   at   6   mA   are   shown   but   with   subtracting   the   reference   
of   no   intensity   modulation   (M   =   0).   The   minima   at   the   center  
frequency   represent   the   decreasing   intensity   at   the   center   
frequency   due   to   the   current   modulation.   

After   finding   the   FM   index     with    Equation 26 ,   the    LEF     is   found   with  M α  

Equation 25    .   In    Figure 30    the   FM   index   values   found   at   various   IM   m
M ≃  2

α  
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indices   are   plotted   for   three   different   laser   bias   currents.   Also   included   is   a   linear   

fit   with   a   slope   of   0.99   ±   0.05.   Thus   the   lower   bound   for   the   LEF     is   1.88.   Note  α  

in    Figure 30    that   there   does   not   appear   to   be   a   current   dependence.   The   data   

measured   from   different   pump   currents   generally   overlap   to   create   one   trend.   

Compare   this   with   the   inconclusive   results   in   section   3.3.4   that   superficially   

suggested   a   very   strong   current   dependence   for   the   LEF   .   This   result   is   further  α  

evidence   that   linewidth   measurements   are   inadequate   for   determining   the   LEF   

for   a   multimode   VCSEL.   

  

Figure 30 .   FM   Index   vs.   IM   Index.    Note   that   the   slope   of   this  
relationship   is   2α.   The   LEF   couples   amplitude   and   phase   so   it   
can   be   found   through   the   ratio   of   FM   and   IM   modulation   indices.   
See    Equation 14    and    Equation 25 .   
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3.5   Frequency   Response   

In   this   section,   the   relaxation   oscillation   frequency   and   damping   factor   are   

found   for   various   biases.   From   those   values   the   placeholder   variables   ,Xph Y ph, 

and   are   determined.  Zph  

3.5.1   Frequency   Response   Experimental   Setup   

  

Figure 31 .   Frequency   Response   Setup.    Shown   is   the   
schematic   for   the   setup   used   for   frequency   response   
measurements   with   a   VNA   (left).   Rather   than   using   two   lenses,   
just   one   lens   was   used,   so   that   the   maximum   power   could   be   
delivered   to   the   PD.   In   the   photograph,   the   previous   DC   probes   
are   still   in   the   foreground   but   the   high-speed   probe   is   being   used   
(right).   

For   the   frequency   response   measurements,   a   VNA   (Agilent   E8361C   PNA)   

was   used   along   with   the   Agilent   85093-60010   calibration   unit.   The   photodetector   

that   was   used   was   an   Alphalas   UPD-50-UP   with   a   bandwidth   of   >   7   GHz.   A   

high-speed   RF   tungsten   pico   probe   (GGB   10-50/120-125-W-2-R-250)   was   used   

instead.   The   high-speed   probe   helps   reduce   parasitics   that   cannot   be   calibrated   

to   the   VNA.   

https://lucid.app/documents/edit/4212f2a9-674b-4555-9081-5f6117b54971/0?callback=close&name=docs&callback_type=back&v=333&s=297
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3.5.2   Frequency   Response   Results  

  

Figure 32 .   The   Frequency   Responses   at   Various   Biases.    Note   
bias   currents   at   3   and   4   mA   are   less   regular   than   at   other   
currents.     

The   bandwidth   varies   a   bit   at   different   bias   currents.   The   maximum   -3   dB   

frequency   occurs   at   3.48   GHz   at   4.0   mA.   For   the   other   bias   currents   above   

threshold,   the   -3   dB   frequencies   are   no   less   than   1.86   GHz.   

3.5.3   Frequency   Response   Curve   Fitting   

The   relaxation   oscillation   frequency     and   damping   factor     are  f r Γd  

extracted   from   the   frequency   responses   with   fitting   curves.   First,   the   circuit   

parasitics   need   to   be   addressed.   The   cables   leading   to   the   bias   T   and   

photodetector   were   calibrated   to   the   network   analyzer   with   a   calibration   unit   
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(Agilent   85093-60010).   However,   the   cables   and   probe   past   the   bias   T   could   not   

be   calibrated   and   they   also   contribute   to   parasitics   that   make   the   curves   more   

difficult   to   fit   properly.   These   parasitics   can   be   addressed   in   multiple   ways,   such   

as   modeling   and   calculating   an   equivalent   electrical   circuit   (including   the   

transmission   lines)   [84]   or   with   the   numerical   normalization   method   explained   in   

chapter   2.   

This   work   uses   the   previously   described   normalization   method   

demonstrated   by   Morton   et   al.   [77]   for   fitting   and   extracting   the   relaxation   

oscillation   frequency   and   the   damping   factor.   Rather   than   directly   fitting   

Equation 29 ,   a   reference   frequency   response   (in   this   case   one   at   5   mA)   is   

chosen   and   subtracted   from   the   other   frequency   responses.   See    Equation 30    for   

the   equation   that   was   used   for   fitting   the   now   subtracted   curves.   The   frequency   

response   at   5   mA   was   chosen   as   a   reference   because   it   was   more   regular   than   

responses   at   lower   currents.   The   responses   at   lower   currents   may   be   less   

regular,   perhaps   because   of   the   competing   mode   spectral   peaks   that   appear   

around   4   mA.   See    Figure 19    (3.)   Note   how   these   subtracted   curves   are   smoother   

as   can   be   seen   in    Figure 33 .   Observe   that   the   smoothness   only   extends   to   5   

MHz,   and   then   by   7   MHz   no   meaningful   data   were   collected.   These   curves   were   

then   fit   with    Equation 30 ,   to   obtain   the   relaxation   oscillation   frequency   and   

damping   factor   at   each   bias   current.   
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Figure 33 .   Frequency   Responses   with   Subtracted   Reference .   
Shown   here   are   the   frequency   responses   at   several   biases   with   
the   subtracted   response   at   5   mA   (left).   Here   is   an   example   of   the   
fitting   to   one   of   the   frequency   responses   (right).   Note   that   there   
are   fewer   and   noisier   points   around   the   peak   on   the   right   portion   
of   the   plot.   

The   second   subtracted   portion   represents   the   reference   frequency   response   with   

and   represents   the   reference   relaxation   oscillation   frequency   and  f r0 Γd0  

reference   damping   coefficient   respectively   (at   5   mA   in   this   case).   For   fitting   the   

curve   above,   the   terms    and     generally   characterize   the   right   portion   of   the  f r Γd  

graph.   The   relaxation   oscillation   frequency      relates   to   the   location   of   the   peak  f r  

and   the   damping   coefficient     relates   to   the   peak   width.   The   fitted   curves   are  Γd  

able   to   accurately   locate   the   peak   center   however   due   to   less   precise   data   

especially   at   higher   frequencies,   the   damping   coefficient     cannot   be   as  Γd  

accurately   ascertained.   
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Figure 34 .   Damping   Factor   vs.   (Relaxation   Oscillation   
Frequency) 2 .    The   slope   of   this   plot   is   the   K   factor   for   the   laser.   

The   trend   is   supposed   to   be   linear.   The   damping   coefficient    Γd  
could   not   be   very   accurately   ascertained   because   it   is   roughly   a   
measure   of   how   wide   the   peaks   in    Figure 33    and   part   of   the   
peaks   are   missing   especially   for   higher   currents.   

Typically   the   relationship   between     and   is   linear.   The   deviation   from  f r
2 Γd  

linearity   comes   from   the   inaccuracies   associated   with   the   damping   coefficient   .  Γd  

Despite   the   deviations,   it   should   be   noted   that   the   slope   from   the   linear   fit   is   the   K   

factor   which   in   this   case   is   0.251±0.04   ns   which   is   actually   very   close   to   the   

typical   K   factor   for   VCSELs   which   is   0.250   ns   [42].   The   level   of   uncertainty   is   

quite   high   surrounding   the   damping   factor.   This   work   makes   the   reasonable   

assumption   that   the   linear   fit   conforms   with   the   typical   VCSEL   K   factor   to   help   

minimize   this   uncertainty.   The   relationship   shown   in    Figure 34    should   certainly   be   

linear.   Linear   relationships   with   constant   K   factors   have   even   been   reported   for   a   
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multimode   VCSEL   characterized   with   a   multimode   set   of   rate   equations   [85].   So,   

it   is   unlikely   that   this   non-linear   trend   is   due   to   multimode   characteristics.   

  

Figure 35 .   (Relaxation   Oscillation   Frequency) 2    Plot   and   
Damping   Factor   Plot .   Shown   here   are   the   two   plots   from   which   
X ph ,   Y ph ,   and   Z ph    are   obtained.   Bars   are   included   for   the   
uncertainties   associated   with   each   of   the   fittings.    Figure 33   
(right)   is   an   example   of   one   of   the   fitted   curves.   

With   the   previously   described   rule   of   thumb   approximation   for   the   relaxation   

oscillation   frequency,   ( Equation 28 )   the   possible   bit   rates   at   7,   8,   9,   and   10   mA   

current   biases   are   5.9,   6.5,   6.9,   and   7.4   Gbps   respectively.   (These   values   were   

calculated   from   the   measured   values   of   and   not   the   fitting.)   This   would   place  f r  

this   VCSEL   as   the   median   bitrate   within   the   reported   bitrates   in   Table 1.   These   

projected   bitrates   are   decent,   especially   considering   that   it   is   for   a   multimode   

VCSEL   with   a   larger   active   region.   

The   placeholder   values   of   ,   ,   and     can   now   be   determined  Xph Y ph Zph  

from   these   two   plots,   using   the   slopes   and   intercept   at   threshold.   From   the   

placeholders   the   following   parameters   were   determined:   the   modified   gain     as  η  

1.921±0.20,   the   photon   lifetime     as   6.45±0.62   ps,   and   the   carrier   lifetime     as  τ p τ n  
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0.329±0.014   ns.   Using   the   slope   seen   in    Figure 35    and    Equation 33 ,   the   

differential   gain     was   calculated   to   be   (3.45±0.09)×10 4    Hz.  GN  

  

3.6   Summary   of   Results   

The   following   table   is   a   summary   of   all   of   the   intrinsic   parameters   for   the  

characterized   VCSEL.  

Table 3.   Intrinsic   Parameters   

Values   are   obtained   in   this   work   unless   otherwise   noted   
  

 I  
th  

Threshold   current   2.19±0.05   mA   

 α  Linewidth   enhancement   factor   (lower   bound)   1.88   

 τ n  Carrier   lifetime   0.33±0.01   ns  

 τ p  Photon   lifetime   6.45±0.62   ps  

 η  Modified   gain   [3]  1.92±0.20   

 nth  Carrier   density   at   threshold   (normalized)   1.56±0.202   

 Rth
sp
︿

 

Spontaneous   emission   rate   (density)   (1.41±0.44)×10 -3    ps -1   

 ηsl  Slope   efficiency   0.45±   0.003  

 K  
K   factor   (assumed)   [42]   0.250   ns   

V ph  
Placeholder   for:    v  Δ a ( I

I th − 1)  

See   section   3.3.4   

W ph
Placeholder   for:    (τ R )  η2/ p

th
sp
︿

 

4.05×10 2   

Xph  Placeholder   for:    (τ τ )  η/ n p  
471.7±24.5   ns -2   

Y ph  Placeholder   for:   τ  1/ n  
5.84±0.36   ns -1   
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A   handful   of   values   were   assumed   in   this   work,   for   a   variety   of   reasons.   

The   K   factor   was   assumed   in   order   to   reduce   the   uncertainty   surrounding   the   

damping   factor.   The   lateral   confinement   factor   was   assumed   to   be   1,   just   as   was   

done   implicitly   by   Pérez   et   al.   The   active   region   thickness   was   assumed   to   

estimate   the   active   region   volume,   which   were   known   values   for   Barland   et   al.   

and   Pérez   et   al.   The   carrier   density   at   transparency   was   assumed   just   like   in   the   

Zph  Placeholder   for:   τ  η/ n  
3.05±0.13   ns -1   

Γxy  
Lateral   Confinement   factor   (assumed)   [42]   1   

n 0  
Carrier   density   at   transparency   (assumed)   [3]   1.24×10 18    cm -3   

 A︿  
Modified   recombination   factor   2.14±0.10   

 B︿  
Modified   recombination   factor   (1.47±0.07)   ns -1   

 C
︿

 
Modified   recombination   factor   (upper   bound)   0.001   

 A  
Nonradiative   Recombination   factor   (2.01±0.07)×10 9 s -1   

 B  Radiative   recombination   factor   (0.49±0.10)×10 -9 s -1   

 C  
Auger   recombination   factor   (upper   bound)   6.02×10 -31   

GN  
Differential   gain   (3.45±0.09)×10 4    Hz   

 r0  Device   radius   10   μm   

 La  
Active   region   thickness   (assumed)   [3]   24   nm   

 V  
Active   area   volume   7.54   μm 3   

N th  
Carrier   number   at   threshold   (1.46±0.19)×10 7   

 N t  
Carrier   number   at   transparency   (1.01±0.24)×10 7   

 β  
Spontaneous   emission   factor   (assumed)   [4]   1.7×10 4  

   s -1   
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work   of   Barland   et   al.   If   the   VCSEL   were   a   simpler   single-mode   laser,   then   by   

measuring   the   beam   waist   to   determine   the   effective   cavity   volume   ,   the  V p  

spontaneous   emission   factor     could   have   been   calculated   [3].   Note   though   that  β  

one   of   the   complete   sets   of   working   parameters   , , , , ,   and     were  I th α τ n τ p η  Rth
sp
︿

 

found   experimentally   with   only   one   assumption   (the   K-factor   correction).   The   

other   assumptions   were   a   result   of   not   knowing   or   being   able   to   precisely   

determine   the   reservoir   volumes   and   .   V V p   
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Chapter   4:   Conclusion   

Most   of   the   measured   parameters   are   within   the   same   order   of   magnitude   

as   the   working   parameters   measured   by   the   other   authors.   See   Table   4.   The   

exception   is   the   recombination   factor     which   is   negligibly   small.   (Auger  C  

recombinations   do   not   have   a   large   effect   for   this   VCSEL.)   Besides   the   Auger   

recombination   factor,   the   next   largest   discrepancy   is   .   The   modal   Rth
sp
︿

 

spontaneous   emission   rate     found   in   this   work   is   almost   seven   times   larger   Rth
sp
︿

 

than   the   value   reported   by   Barland   et   al.   The   optical   confinement   is   worse   

because   the   photon   lifetime     is   lower   than   the   value   reported   by   Barland   et   al.  τ p  

This   is   alsolikely   due   to   comparatively   more   losses,   which   is   a   result   consistent  

also   with   a   lower   modified   gain   .  η  

Table   4.   Comparison   of   Working   Parameters   

  This   Work   Barland   [3]   Pérez   [4]   Units   

 I  
th  

2.19±0.06   ~2.7   1.602±0.001   mA   

 α  >   1.883   -   2.8±0.2     

 τ n  0.33±0.01   0.37±0.02   0.48±0.03   ns   

 τ p  6.45±0.62   12±1   1.21±0.05   ps   

 η  1.92±0.20   5.8±0.6   -     

 nth  1.57±0.20   1.11±0.01   -     

  Rth
sp
︿

 

(1.41±0.44)×10 -3   (2.3±0.6)×10 -4  -   ps -1   

 A  (2.01±0.07)×10 9   0.49×10 9   -   s -1   
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Finding   the   linewidth   enhancement   factor   for   a   multimode   VCSEL   proved   

to   be   difficult.   Linewidth   measurements   appear   to   be   incompatible   with   the   

present   models   for   extracting   the   LEF,   though   some   success   was   found   with   

current   modulation   measurements:   A   lower   bound   of   1.88   was   obtained.   Perhaps  

other   methods   for   analyzing   the   chirp   from   a   modulated   signal   could   provide   a   

more   accurate   LEF   value   for   a   multimode   VCSEL   [86],   [87].     

These   results   may   aid   in   creating   better   multimode   models   and  

simulations   for   multimode   VCSELs   because   many   multimode   simulations   rely   on   

experimental   parameters   for   initial   values   [1],   [2].   As   far   as   the   characterized   

VCSEL   itself,   the   results   reveal   a   fair   VCSEL   that   has   the   potential   for   a   fair   

bitrate   (median   amongst   previously   reported   values).   Though   because   it   is   

multimode   it   has   the   potential   to   be   more   efficient   and   cheaper   due   to   its   large   

easy   to   manufacture   aperture.   

  

 B  
(4.87±1.04)×10 -10   7.8×10 -10   -   cm 3 s -1   

 C  
<   6.02×10 -31   <   1×10 -28   -   cm 6 s -1   

 GN  
(3.45±0.09)×10 4     -   (2.152±0.003)×10 4    s -1   

 N th  
(1.46±0.19)×10 7   -   (1.21±0.05)×10 7     

 N t  
(1.01±0.24)×10 7   -   (9.6±0.6)×10 6     
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APPENDIX   

5.1   Polarization   Measurements   

These   measurements   had   the   potential   to   help   distinguish   modes   in   the   

laser   or   to   observe   some   polarization   switching.   Only   one   completely   stable   

polarization   was   observed   so   this   ultimately   was   not   an   aid   for   isolating   modes   

and   extracting   functional   parameters.   

5.1.1   Experimental   Setups   

  

Figure 36 .   LI   with   Polarizer   Setup .   This   setup   is   somewhat   
comparable   to   the   setup   in    Figure 13    however   space   did   not   
allow   a   polarizer   between   the   power   meter   and   the   VCSEL   so   a   
lens   was   used   to   columnate   the   light   and   pass   it   through   the   
polarizer.   

For   LI   measurements,   with   the   addition   of   a   polarizer   (Thorlabs   

LPVISO50-MP2),   the   optical   power   could   not   be   measured   directly   like   before,   

because   there   was   no   space   for   the   polarizer.   (See    Figure 13 .)   Instead,   the   light   

was   collimated   and   sent   through   the   polarizer   to   the   power   meter.   The   stage   with   

the   polarizer   was   rotated   until   the   maximum   power   was   achieved   and   then   

https://lucid.app/documents/edit/a252c27f-8956-4577-b6e5-78ebe21a5505/0?callback=close&name=docs&callback_type=back&v=157&s=612
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rotated   by   90°.   For   the   OSA   measurements   with   polarization,   the   setup   was   like   

the   OSA   setup,   ( Figure 18 )   just   the   polarizer   was   introduced   in   the   collimated   

beam   and   rotated   with   a   rotational   stage.   

  

Figure 37 .   OSA   with   Polarizer   Setup .   Shown   is   a   schematic   for   
polarization   measurements   with   an   optical   spectrum   analyzer.   
The   setup   is   identical   to   the   setup   depicted   in    Figure 18    except   
for   in   this   setup   a   polarizer   is   introduced   between   the   two   lenses.   

5.1.2   Polarization   Measurements   Results   

For   the   LI   measurements,   it   should   be   noted   that   the   curves   have   been   

normalized   to   the   original   LI   curve,   appearing   in    Figure 14 ,   in   order   to   to   remove   

the   optical   losses   from   the   lenses.   Essentially   this   normalization   exhibits   what   

would   have   been   measured   if   the   polarizer   could   have   been   introduced   directly   

between   the   VCSEL   and   the   power   meter.   

The   polarization   exhibited   is   quite   uniform.   The   separate   modes   do   not   ever   

appear   at   different   polarizations.   Thus,   using   a   polarizer   cannot   be   used   to   help   

https://lucid.app/documents/edit/6ba0e24a-9bb8-4a55-8947-7c66951fbfe8/0?callback=close&name=docs&callback_type=back&v=207&s=612
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separate   modes   for   characterizing   the   VCSEL.   See   in    Figure 38    that   at   90°   

comparatively   very   little   optical   power   is   received.   The   light   that   does   come   

through   is   due   to   spontaneous   emission   and   the   extinction   ratio   associated   with   

the   polarizer.   

    

Figure 38 .   LI   Curve   with   Polarizer.    The   LI   curve   is   shown   with   a   
polarizer   at   0°   orientation   corresponding   to   maximum   received   
optical   power   and   at   90°.   (This   incidentally   corresponds   to   
minimum   received   optical   power   because   the   stimulated   
emission   only   emits   light   at   one   polarization.)   The   data   for   plots   
are   identical,   however,   the   plot   on   the   left   has   a   linear   scale   
whereas   the   plot   on   the   right   has   a   logarithmic   scale.   

Note   how   before   threshold   in    Figure 38    (right)   that   the   two   orientations   0°   and   

90°   are   at   roughly   the   same   value   because   the   light   from   spontaneous   emission   

is   not   polarized   but   after   threshold,   the   stimulated   emission   is   entirely   polarized.   

This   can   also   be   seen   in   the   optical   spectra.   The   spectra   below   threshold   in   

Figure 39    at   2   mA   are   very   similar   and   only   differ   in   intensity   by   less   than   a   factor   

of   two.   
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Figure 39 .   Below   Threshold   Spectra   with   Polarizer.    Here   are   
the   spectra   of   the   VCSEL   below   threshold   with   a   polarizer   at   0°   
(left)   and   at   90°   (right).   Each   spectrum   is   an   average   of   10   
scans.   

After   beginning   to   fully   lase,   the   spectra   stop   resembling   each   other   because   the   

stimulated   emissions   are   mostly   received   in   the   0°   orientation    Figure 40    (left).   

Note   that   the   two   profiles   do   not   resemble   each   other   and   that   the   intensity   

measured   through   the   0°   orientation   is   approximately   400   times   as   strong.   

  

Figure 40 .   Above   Threshold   Spectra   with   Polarizer .   Here   are   
the   spectra   of   the   VCSEL   above   threshold   with   a   polarizer   at   0°   
(left)   and   at   90°   (right).   Each   spectrum   is   an   average   of   10   
scans.   

  

  
  


